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African-American/Black - serials

San Francisco-based journal for lesbians of African descent
Archive (Gale, 1989-1993)

*ARISE Magazine* (2002)
Black LGBT community magazine
Archive (2001)

*Black Lace* (1991)
Erotic literary magazine for Black lesbians

*Blackheart* (1986)
Publication of the Blackheart Collective

Magazine of the National Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays

Magazine centered on the Black lesbian and gay experience
Archive (1988-1989)

*CLIK* (2007)
Lifestyle, entertainment, and culture magazine for Black gay men


*Malebox!* (2000)
“The intimate opinions, experiences, and emotions of black gay men”

*MPower* (2001)
South Florida urban lifestyle magazine for and about young men of color

*Other Countries Journal* (1988 and 1993)
Black gay men’s writing, published by the Other Countries Collective

*Out in Black* (1997)
Magazine of news and information related to Black LGBT issues

*Rafiki* (1976)
Journal of the Association of Black Gays

*SBC (Stanley Bennett Clay) Magazine* (2001)
“Monthly magazine for the Afrocentric homosexual man”
Archive (Gale, 1993-2000)

*Sierra Domino Newsletter* (1976-1978)
Publication of Sierra Domino Studio, which featured gay Black erotica

*Swerv* (2009 to present)
Lifestyle magazine celebrating the Black LGBT community
Archive (2013 to present)

*The Tenth* (2014)
Lifestyle, culture, and fashion magazine for queer Black men

Cultural magazine for Black gay and bisexual women
Archive (Gale, 1988)
Monthly Black lesbian publication based in Washington, D.C.

**African-American/Black - Lateral Files**
- **Ache, A Journal of Lesbians of African Descent** – S
- **African Americans**
- **African American Conferences & Congresses**
- **African American Journalist**
- **African American Lesbians**
- **African American Magazines & Newsletters** – S
- **African American Music**
- **Arise** – S
- **B & G Magazine** – S
- **Beauty Parade – Erotica**
- **BFP Tribune** - S
- **Black Lace** – S
- **Black and White Men Together, South Florida** – S
- **Black and White Men Together, Washington DC** – S
- **National Black Gay and Lesbian Forum** – S
- **Black and White Men Together, National & Washington, DC** – S
- **Black and White Men Together, San Francisco** – S
- **Black AIDS Institute**
- **Black Lesbians** – S
- **Black Poets**
- **Blackheart** – S
- **Chiaroscuro – Black & White Men Together, South Florida** – S
- **Clikque Magazine** – S
- **Color Life** – S
- **Ekzyst** – S
- **Gay Black Female (GBF) Magazine** – S
- **Gay Black Male (GBM( Magazine** – S
- **G.E.M.S Magazine** – S
- **In Our Own Voices**
- **Issues, The Magazine for Lesbians of Color** – S
- **Kitchen Table**
- **Malebox, The** – S
- **Men of All Colors Together (New York, NY)** - S
- **Mpower Magazine**- S
- **National Black Justice Coalition (NBJC)**
- **National Coalition of Black Lesbians and Gays (NCBLG) Reports** – S
- **Newzette** – S
• Nyansapo
• Other Countries
• Out in Black - (OiB )- S
• Out in Black and White
• Pyramid Periodical, The
• Rafiki – S
• Roberts, JR (Black Lesbians)
• SAGE, A Scholarly Journal on Black Women
• Sat it Loud, I’m Black and I’m Proud
• SBC – S
• Swerve
• Think Life, Inc.
• Venus – S
• Wallace, Michelle
• Women in the Life – S

See also:
  Gay Male Erotica
  Multi-Racial
AIDS/HIV - Serials

Publication of the Bureau of HIV/AIDS Epidemiology at the New York State Department of Health

AIDS Treatment News (1986-1993)
AIDS treatment and public policy resource for community-based organizations and government agencies
Archive (1986-2007)

ALER (1987-1996)
AIDS-focused publication of the University Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches

Art & Understanding (1991-2012)
HIV/AIDS magazine covering advocacy, treatment, and the arts
Archive (2013-2019)

Magazine of a New York City-based AIDS support and advocacy group of the same name

Journal of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (1990-1993)
Interdisciplinary scientific journal regarding HIV/AIDS
Archive (1988 to present)

PAAC Notes (1989-1991)
News Journal of the Physicians Association for AIDS Care
More

Plus (1999 to present)
HIV-related news regarding research, economics, treatment, and policy
Archive (1998-2009)

Positively Aware (1992 to present)
An HIV treatment journal published by the Test Positive Aware Network
Archive (2015 to present)
Archive (2010-2017)

POZ Magazine (1994 to present)
A magazine for people living with and affected by HIV/AIDS
Archive (1994 to present)

POZ español (1997-2004)

*PWA Coalition Newsline* (1986-1998)  
Newsletter of the National PWA Coalition Archive (Gale, 1990-1992)  
More

**AIDS/HIV – Archival files**

- AIDS- general  
  clippings  
  videos  
  fundraising brochures  
  walks  
  AMFAR  
  ACT UP  
  AIDS Quilt  
  Body Positive Resources Center  
  Centers for Disease Control  
  Molly Ellowis Archive  
  Kenny Eyer Archive  
  GMHC  
  International Conference on AIDS  
  Names Project  
  John E. Payne Jr. Archive  
  Paul Sergios Archive  
  Mitchell Weissner Archive  
  World AIDS Day  
  Women and AIDS  
  Yellowstone AIDS Project

**AIDS/HIV – Lateral files**

- Ace News – S  
- Act UP – Foreign  
- AIDS – Atlanta – S  
- AIDS Action Council  
- AIDS Alert – The monthly update for health professionals – S  
- AIDS Cultural Analysis, Cultural Activism  
- AIDS history – Florida  
- AIDS personal Accounts – M  
- AIDS, religious, aspects  
- AIDS, schools  
- AIDS testing
• FOCUS, A Guide to AIDS research, San Francisco – S
• AIDS Healthcare Foundation
• AIDS Housing- Washington, DC
• AIDS Project Los Angeles – Impacto! Transnational – S
• AIDS Project Florida – Oakland Park
• AIDSID Info – Hispanic – S
• AIDS Resource Center (ARC), New York, NY
• AIDS Update -Dallas, TX – S
• AIDS Update – Memphis – S
• AIDS Weekly – S
• All Saints World AIDS Day 2002, Choral Evensong
• A.L.L. – Alternative Life Line
• America Living with AIDS
• America Responds to AIDS
• Angel News – S
• Art and Understanding, The International Magazine of Literature and Art About AIDS
• ASTRAEA Lesbian Action Foundation – S
• BCPWA – British Columbia Persons with AIDS Society – (Category: International?)
• Belle Glade, FL
• Bergalis, Kimberly
• Fight for Life Committee, Broward Act-UP - S
• Broward County HIV Health and Services Planning Council
• Broward County Planning Partnership, Area Ten’s HIV Prevention Plan
• Broward House
• Broward County Regional Health Planning Council, Inc., Ryan White
• Palm Beach County – CAPpenings – S
• Care Resource
• Catholic Archdiocese of Chicago - A report of the AIDS Task Force
• Central Florida AIDS Unified Resources (CENTAUR) – S
• Center One News – S
• Chronicles – S
• Coleman Institute
• Commemorative Mint, The
• Companion, The
• Comprehensive AIDS Law Seminar
• Condoms
• Community Research Initiative (CRI) of South Florida – S
• Community Research Initiative on AIDS (CRIA) – S
• Department of Health and Human Services, HIV Prevalence Trends in Selected Populations in the United States
• Doonesbury, Comics
• DPN, Diseased Pariah News – S
- Dugas, Gaetan ("Patient zero")
- Ellowis, Molly
- Fiscal Infrastructure Technical Assistance (FITA) - Voices From Experience, Development and Management of AIDS Services
- Florida AIDS Action Council (FLAAC) – S
- Florida Department of Health
- Gay Men’s Health Summit
- God’s Love We Deliver, NY, NY – S
- Good Samaritan Project
- Hamann, Denny – A Tribute to the Memory of You – M
- Hampton Roads AIDS walk Foundation
- Healing AIDS - A Newsletter of Healing tools, Resources and AIDS, San Francisco, CA – S
- Health Crisis Network News (HCN) – S
- Healthlink
- Health Transition Review
- Heart Beat, Indiana – S
- Heart Beat, Kentucky – S
- HIV Frontline – S
- HIV-negative Gay Men’s Group
- HIV Positive – S
- HIV Treatment Alerts –, Inc.
- Home of Peace Enterprises
- Hope and Help Center
- Hope House, Palm Beach, FL
- Info Pack – S
- In the Times of Plague, The History of Social Consequences of Lethal Epidemic Disease
- In Touch with Broward House – S
- (In)visible Women – M
- Jackson Memorial Hospital, South Florida AIDS Network
- Jews, Florida (The Seder of Hope) – Jewish AIDS Network
- Journal of HIV/AIDS Prevention & Education for Adolescents and Children – S
- Journal of Neuro-AIDS – S
- Kavar, Louis
- Koop, C. Everett
- Koop AIDS file
- Kramer, Larry
- L.A. Cares
- LaRouche, Lyndon
- Lavender Hill Mob, Miami, FL
- Legal Aid Society of Palm Beach (AIDS in the Workplace)
- Library of the Healing Arts
- Lifelines/South Florida Cares – S
• Living With AIDS (Hazelden)
• M2M - S
• Management of HIV Disease, Treatment Tea Workshop Handbook
• NAPWA News (National Association of People with AIDS) – S
• National AIDS Network, The NAN Monitor – S
• National Candlelight AIDS March 1996
• National Commission on AIDS
• National Gay Rights Advocates (NGRA)
• National AIDS Awareness
• National Lawyers Guild AIDS Network (The Exchange) – S
• National AIDS Awareness
• National Lesbian & Gay Health Conference (AIDS Forum) – S
• New York Area Citizens
• Northwest AIDS Foundation
• Notes from the Underground (New York, NY) – S
• Numedx -S
• On Display, The NAMES Project Foundation – S
• Out in the News – S
• OUTREach, San Francisco AIDS Foundation – S
• Palmetto AIDS Life Support Services of S.C. (Pals Update) – S
• Panel Magic
• Parents for Hope
• Pet Therapy, Pet Owners with AIDS Resource Services, Florida
• Plus Voice - S
• Project Inform (PI) Perspective (San Francisco, CA) – S
• Politics of AIDS
• Positive Health News, Wisconsin – S
• Positive Men Inc, (PMI Positive News) – S
• Positive Outlook, Oakland Park, FL. – S
• Poverello (Poverollo Post) – S
• Poz Abilities – S
• Poz Life Expo
• Presidential Advisory Council on HIV/AIDS
• Prevention Views, Miami FL – S
• Project M
• PWAC (People with Aids Coalition), Broward
• PWAC (People with Aids), General
• PWA (People with Aids) Voice – S
• PWA (People with Aids) Health Alliance Corp.
• PWA, People with AIDS
• PWAC (People with Aids Coalition) Palm Beach County – S
• Quilt News, The – S
• Red Book, The
• Red Hispania, Florida – M
• Ryan White CARE Act Programs
• San Francisco AIDS Foundation
• Sex Club and Bathhouse Educator’s Network
• Sexual Health News
• Shadowood II, Inc.
• Shanti Project, The
• Siecus Report – S
• Source, The – S
• Stop AIDS Project
• Tag Line – S
• TWISL Magazine, The State of AIDS Care in Missouri
• Unimed Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
• United States Conference on AIDS
• U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
• Update - Miami Florida – S
• Update – Jacksonville, FL – S
• USCA Bulletin
• Visionary Health Concepts
• Volunteer, The
• Wellness Center of South Florida
• Wellspring
• White, Ryan
• Whitman Walker Clinic – S
• Women Alive – S
• World AIDS Museum
• Zero Patience – M

See also:
Events
Florida
Health (non-AIDS)
Archives/Libraries/Museums/Historical Societies – Lateral files

- Asseln, Diane – Gay & Lesbian Archives: The Challenge of Preserving the History of Sexual Minorities
- Canadian Gay Archives
- Florida Archivist, The
- Gay Archives, various, International
- Gay and Lesbian Historical Society of Northern California
- Gay Librarians
- Gerber-Hart Library – S
- Interface - S
- International Association of Lesbian and Gay Archives and Libraries
- Keim, Adam G.
- Leather Archives & Museum, The (Leather Times) – S, M
- Lesbian and Gay Archives (Lavender Legacies)
- Lesbian and Gay Archivist (Canada) – S
- Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Archives Network Newsletter – S
- LGBTQ Iowa Archives and Library
- National Gay and Lesbian Archives
- NYPL Manuscripts and Archive Section
- New York Public Library LGBT Committee
- International Gay and Lesbian Archives (IGLA Bulletin) – S
- One Archive
- Quartrefolio (library) – S
- Religious Archives Network
- SAA (Society of American Archivists Lesbian and Gay Archives Roundtable)
- Velvet Foundation
Artists/Fine Art - Serials

*The Art of Man* (2010-2013)
Quarterly about the male figure in fine art

*Avant Garde* (1968-1971)
Magazine focused on sex, culture, and politics
*Archive* (1968-1971)

Gay male photography magazine

Artists/Fine Art – Archival files

Robert Araya
Andrew Epstein
Etienne
Gay art exhibitions
Wayne Hampton
Edward McAndrews
Leonard Paoletti
Rex
Bill Schmeling (The Hun)
Sean
Tom of Finland
Leslie-Lohman Gay Art Foundation
Richard West
Rex Wassermann Archive

Artists/Fine Art – Lateral Files

- AGA, Alliance for Gay Artists – Los Angeles – S
- The Barn 1948, Blade Illustrator (Neal Bates)
- Bravo, Caludio
- Bellas, Bruce
- Bastille – cards
- Cadmus, Paul
- Center for The Fine Arts - Latin American Treasures from Miami’s Private Collections
- Chisholm-Prats Gallery
- Cocuzza, Peter
- Cicconnet, M
- Critchley, Jay – M
- D’Eon, Felix
- Domino
- Dureau, George
- Gibbons, Eric
• Harry, Bush – Hard Boys
• Fazakerley, Michael
• Gallery 421
• Gal Pals, Women’s Friendship and Association
• Exhibitions
• Gay-Lesbian Arts Alliance
• Hampton, Wayne
• Haring, Keith
• Hide/Seek, an exhibition
• Jarman, Derek
• Lindeblom, Gregory
• Libido - S
• Luger (Jim French)
• MAC (artist)
• McDonald, Robert
• Mapplethorpe, Robert
• Mizer, Bob
• Museum of Art Fort Lauderdale
• Nathans, Robert
• Next Door – S
• Norman, Emile – M
• On the Couch – (Tom Bianchi)
• Open Dialogues, Stores from the LGBTQ Community
• Quaintance, George
• Sparta, James
• Stavrinos, George
• Tom of Finland Foundation, Artist Support Division
• Valentine
• Villarobia, Jose
• Waynesart
• Wilton Art
• Wolfsonian – FIU Museum
• Wojnarowicz, David
• ZACH

See also:

Gay male erotica
Asian - Serials

*The Florasian* (2001)
A newsletter of the Florida branch of Asians & Their Friends

Cultural and erotic magazine for and by Asian men

*More*

*Trikone* (2001-2009)
San Francisco-based South Asian gay and lesbian magazine/newsletter

Asian – Lateral files

- Florasian, Asians Friends Florida Newsletter – S
- South Asian Lesbian & Gay Association
- Thai Puan – S

Asian – Archival files

Gay Asian magazines

See also:

- Gay male erotica
- Multi-racial
Bears - Serials

Bear lifestyle magazine

Bear erotica and cultural magazine

Bear-focused magazine of erotic photography, stories, and art

*Bear Magazine* (San Francisco) (1989-2001)
Bear erotica and cultural magazine

*Big Ad* (1993-1997)
Bear erotica magazine

Bear erotica magazine

*Daddy Bear* (1994-1995)
Bear erotica magazine

Bear erotica magazine

Bears – Lateral files

- The Affiliate – S
- The Bear Cult
- Bear Fax – S
- Bear Week – cards
- Bears of South Florida, The
- Big News, The – S
- Girth and Mirth Clubs – Fort Lauderdale – S
- Gold Coast Bare Skins – Bare Tales, Miami. FL – S
- Gold Coast Bears of South Florida - S
- South Florida Bears

See also:

Gay male erotica
Bisexuality – lateral files

- Anything That Moves – S
- BiNet USA – S
- Bisexuality
- Bisexuality in Marriage
- South Florida Bisexual Network
Business, Finance and Philanthropy – lateral files

- Face to Face Florida News – S
- G&L Bank
- Gay Business Association, Fort Lauderdale, FL – S
- Business and Finance
- Business & Professional Group (The BPG News) – S
- Key West Business Guild
- National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy
- National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce
- Professional Business Gild – Florida
- Rainbow Business Coalition – Fort Lauderdale, FL
- South Carolina Gay and Lesbian Business Guild – S
- Southwest Florida Business Guild Directory
- Tampa Bay Business Guild
- Unite – S
- Wilton Manors Business Association
Cabaret/Nightclubs – lateral files
- The Duplex News, Cabaret Piano Bar (NYC) – S
- Play - Ft Lauderdale Disco
- Storm, Fort Lauderdale, FL
- Defalco, Sal – M
- Douglas Dunes (club)

Clubs – archival files
- Drink tokens/cards

See also:
  Music
  Performers
  Theatre/film
  Florida
  City/States
Ca
c
c

Calendars


Located in Flat Files:


Catalogs (product) - serials

**A & F Quarterly** (1999-2007)
Lifestyle periodical for young people published by the retailer Abercrombie & Fitch

**Adam Gay Video Directory** (1993-2005)
Gay adult video reference guide and reviews

**Bijou Video** (1987-1997)
Gay adult video reference guide and reviews

**Dorian Book Service**
LGBTQ book catalog that also sold and distributed books

**No. 1 Service Co.** (undated)
Gay magazine ordering service

Catalogs (products) – Lateral files

- Absolute Vodka
- Catalog X – S
- DOM Presents
- Express Pages, South Florida – S
- Gay Travel, Florida
- Be Proud
- Coast, Exclusive Hot Movies
- Continental Artists
- Creative Photo Crafts
- Greenwood/Cooper Catalog
- Hollywood Sales
- Hudson Park Galleries
- In Sight Out Books
- Jeffrey Roth Company
- Lambda Rising, Films
- Lyndon Distributors
- Media Arts
- MSR Video
- M2M – S
- Odyssey (Falcon Studios)
- Old Reliable Catalogue, The
- Pride Company, The
- Pride Factory
- Pride Factory Newsletter – S
- Proud Enterprises
• Pacific Creek Associated
• RoB – S
• Sampson, Rick
• Ten Percent Productions
• Village Book and Press
• Whole Gay Catalog
• Witeck, Bob

Catalogs (product) - Archival files
   Mr. S.
   Product catalogs (clothes, toys, etc.)
   Product catalogs (international)
Cities/States (Florida is in a separate category) - serials

Anchorage, AK

*Gay* (lateral, S)

Birmingham, AL

Local lesbian and gay newspaper
[Archive](#) (1981-2002)

Little Rock, AR

*Lesbian and Gay Directions* (lateral, S)

Phoenix, AZ

*Echo* (lateral, S)

Tucson, AZ

*Tucson Gay Newsletter* (lateral, S)

Tucson, AZ

Gay and lesbian newspaper, focusing on Arizona and the Southwest
[Archive](#) (1978-1980)

California

Gay Sunshine Press – San Francisco/Berkley (archival)
Lavender and Red Union – Los Angeles (socialism) (archival)
Newspapers – California (archival)

Berkeley, CA

*Berkeley Barb* (1967-1968)
Undergrounds news magazine centered on counterculture, social movements, and sex
[Archive](#) (1965-1980)

*Brother* (1971-1975)
Anti-sexism journal for men

Long Beach/Orange County, CA

- Blade – (lateral, S)
- The Bulletin – (lateral, S)

Los Angeles, CA

Stonewall National Museum & Archives Finding Aid – January 12, 2022 page 26
Data-Boy/Nightlife (1975-1991)
Local gay entertainment magazine, also covering San Francisco

Entertainment West (1970-1975)
Bar, social, and entertainment publication for gay men in Los Angeles

Frontiers (1984-2006)
LGBT magazine with news, entertainment, and nightlife coverage
Archive (2013-2016)

News West
LGBTQ information for Los Angeles, CA

Pacific Coast Times/ Coast to Coast Times (1975-1978)
Gay and lesbian tabloid periodical with a local and national focus

Los Angeles, CA (including West Hollywood)
- 4 Front (lateral-S)
- H.E.L.P. Newsletter – (lateral, S)
- In Los Angeles (lateral -S)
- LA Girl Guide (lateral -S)
- Moon (lateral – S)
- Pride Newsletter – (lateral, S)
- Square Peg Magazine – (lateral)
- Ten Percent – (lateral, S)

Palm Springs/Yucca Valley, CA

Centaur Magazine (1990-1997)
“A magazine for the senior gay/bisexual male”

The Bottom Line – (lateral -S)

Gay & Lesbian Times (lateral -S)

Desert Outlook (lateral -S)

Sacramento, CA

Local gay and lesbian newspaper
Archive (2008-2010)
Archive (Gale, 1979-1990)
San Diego, CA

San Diego Sun – (lateral file, S)

San Francisco, CA

Bay Area Gay Liberation (BAGL) Newsletter (1976-1978)
Publication of a gay liberation group

Bay Area Reporter (1971-1989)
Local LGBT newspaper
Archive (1971-2005)

A Different Beat (1976-1977)
Gay magazine of culture, politics, entertainment, photographs, and listings
Archive (Gale, 1976-1977)

Gay Sunshine (1970-1982)
Gay literary and cultural journal

Odyssey (1992-1996)
Local entertainment magazine

Plexus (1976-1986)
Local women’s newspaper with articles, editorials, and listings
Archive (Gale, 1974-1988)

San Francisco Bay Times (1978 to present)
Local LGBTQ newspaper
Archive (select issues, 1989-1997)
Archive (2012 to present)

San Francisco, CA

- American Gay Life – (lateral file, S)
- California Voice – (lateral file, S)
- Castro Street Fair
- San Francisco Crusader – (lateral file, S)
- David Interaction – (lateral file, S)
- Drummer, H.E.L.P., Inc. –(lateral file, S)
- Gay Crusader – (lateral file, S)
- In Magazine – S
- Pacific Gay Life – (lateral file, S)
- San Francisco – (lateral file, M)
- San Francisco Crusader – (lateral file, S)
- San Francisco Sentinel – (lateral file, S)
- Sentinel USA – (lateral file, S)
- Voice, The – (lateral file, S)
- MFD Quarterly – (lateral file, S)
- Oblivion – (lateral file – S)
- Pink Magazine – (lateral -S)
- Q San Francisco (lateral -S)

CA
- California Scene – (lateral files, S)
- Gay and Lesbian Alliance of the Central Coast – (lateral files, S)
- OUT! – (lateral files, S)
  - Palm Springs – BCN Communications, Gay Spots
  - San Jose –
    - High Tech Gays (HTG) – (lateral, S)
    - Lambda News – (lateral, S)

Colorado
- Colorado newspapers (archival)
  - Living Room Gay Community Center – Boulder CO (archival)
  - Boulder Gay Record -Boulder, CO (lateral, S)

Denver, CO
- Contact – (lateral, S)
- Out Front – (lateral, S)
- Denver, Scene, The – (lateral, S)
- You Fruit Magazine – (lateral, S)

Connecticut
- Hartford, CT– Connexion – (lateral, S)
- The Connecticut Voice (lateral – S)

Washington, DC

*The Gay Blade/Washington Blade* (1976 to present)
Local and national LGBT newspaper
Archive (1969-1999)

LGBT magazine with news, entertainment, arts, and nightlife listings
Archive (2012 to present)
*Out* (1977-1980)
Weekly local entertainment magazine

Washington D.C.
- New Capital Pride - Washington DC (archival)
- Washington, D.C. – In Step – (lateral, S)
- Washington, D.C. – Metro Arts & Entertainment Weekly – (lateral, S)
- Washington, D.C. – DCQ Fag Boy News – (lateral, S)

Atlanta, GA

Hotlanta River Expo – Atlanta (archival)

*Atlanta Barb* (1975-1977)
Local gay and lesbian newspaper covering politics, entertainment, arts, and social events
*Archive* (1974-1977)

*Cruise* (1976-1983)
Local gay entertainment guide

*Cruise Newsmagazine* (1983)
Local gay entertainment guide

*Cruise Weekly* (1984)
Local gay entertainment guide

*David Atlanta* (1999-2009)
Lifestyle and entertainment weekly magazine for the gay community in the Southeast
*Archive* (2012-2017)

*ETC* (1985-2002)
Weekly gay news and entertainment magazine

*Gazette* (1981)
Gay liberation news source of the South

*Georgia Voice (Southern Voice)* (1989 to present)
Lesbian and gay newspaper, with a focus on Atlanta and the Southeast
Nite Scene (1983-1984)
Regional gay newspaper, from Atlanta to Key West

Georgia
  o Atlanta
    ▪ After Dark – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Atlanta Business & Professional Directory (lateral)
    ▪ Atlanta’s Hot Spots – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Chanticleer – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Cruise Magazine – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Gay Entertainment Scene – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Fenuxe – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Gaybriel – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Gay News Atlanta – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Guide Atlanta – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Healthy Closet, The – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Otherwise Atlanta (lateral)
    ▪ Pulse – (lateral, S)
  o Augusta – Metropolitan Spirit, The – (lateral, S)

Savannah, GA
  First City Network (1986 to present)
  Newsletter of the First City Network, a local LGBT community organization
  Archive (2009 to present)

Fusion (2005)
Local gay nightlife and entertainment magazine

Honolulu, HI
  DaKine (2001-2008)
  Local gay news and lifestyle magazine
  Archive (selected, 2004-2005)

Odyssey

Champaign, IL
  Local lesbian newsletter of the Lavender Prairie Press Collective
  Archive (Gale, 1977-1998)

Chicago, IL
Boi Magazine (2010-2015)
Local gay lifestyle, entertainment, and nightlife magazine
Archive (2016 to present)

Chicago Gay Crusader (1973-1979)
Local gay newspaper
Archive (Gale, 1974-1975)

Local gay and lesbian news, events, culture, and entertainment
Archive (Gale, select issues, 1990-2000)

Gay Life (1975-1983)
Weekly local gay and lesbian newspaper

Outlines (1987-1994)
Local lesbian and gay newspaper
Archive (Gale, 1987-2000)

Illinois
  o Chicago
    ▪ Chicago Gay Alliance Newsletter – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Chicago Gay Liberation – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Chicago Gay Pride Newsletter – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Gab – (lateral -S)
    ▪ Gay Life, Chicago’s – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Out Lines – (lateral, S)
    ▪ Paper, The – (lateral, S)

Chicago
  Lee A Newell Archive - Chicago (archival)

Indiana – Works, The – (lateral, S)

Lexington, KY

Monthly publication of the Lexington Gay Services Organization
Archive (1981-1986)

GLSO News (1993-1999)
Monthly local newspaper of the Lexington Gay and Lesbian Services Organization
Archive (1986-2013)
Louisville, KY

Local lesbian publication

*The Letter* (1990-2001)
Kentucky’s gay newspaper
Archive (Gale, 2001 and 2003)

Local LGBTQ publication

- Kentucky - Newsletters – Letterhead, Kentucky’s Gay Newspaper (lateral)
- Louisville, KY – Lambda Louisville – (lateral, S)
  - TRASH (lateral, S)

New Orleans
Project Lazarus - Halloween in New Orleans (archival)

New Orleans, LA

Local LGBT entertainment, news, and travel guide
*Archive* (2015 to present)
Archive (Gale, 1989)

*Around the Clock* (1984-1985)
Local gay magazine

Local gay and lesbian newspaper

- Louisiana
  - Alexandria – Louisiana Gay Blade – Newsletter of the Central Louisiana Gay community – (lateral, S)
  - New Orleans
    - Ambush Magazine – (lateral, S)
    - Around the Clock – (lateral, S)
    - Headlines – (lateral, S)
    - LASIS (Louisiana Sissies for Struggle) – (lateral, S)
    - Southern Forum – (lateral, S)

Maine

- Portland, ME – Mainly Gay – (lateral, S)
Boston, MA

*Boston Spirit* (2009 to present)
Magazine centered on the LGBTQ community in Massachusetts and New England
*Archive* (2012-2019)

*Bay Windows* (1984 to present)
Newspaper for LGBT people in New England

Local and national gay and lesbian newspaper
*Archive* (1973-1999)

*Fag Rag* (1971-1987)
Radical journal of gay liberation politics, literature, history, and art
*Archive* (1971)
*Archive* (September 1974)

The annual official guide of Boston Pride
*Archive* (2015-2019)

Savoirflair – (lateral – S)

Provincetown, MA

Local arts and entertainment magazine
*Archive* (2015 to present)

Provincetown
Conrad Harding - Provincetown (archival)
Provincetown posters (archival)
Leonard Paoletti – Provincetown (archival)

- Massachusetts -
  - Boston – Boston Gay Review – (lateral, S)
    - One in Ten – (lateral, S)
  - Provincetown – Provincetown, Mass (lateral)
  - The Guide (press releases)

Baltimore, MD

Local newspaper (originally the newsletter of the Gay Community Center of Baltimore)

- Baltimore, MD - Eastern Standard Times (lateral, S)
  - Nest – (lateral, S)

Michigan
  Douglas Dunes Archive (archival)

- Detroit, MI
  - Cruise Magazine – (lateral, S)
  - The Detroit Liberator – (lateral, S)
  - OutPost – (lateral, S)
- Western, MI – Network News, The – (lateral, S)

Detroit, MI

Local gay entertainment magazine

Newspaper of the Detroit Gay Liberation Front
- *Archive* (November 1970-February 1971)
- *Archive* (September 1971-1976)

Minneapolis, MN

*Lavender* (1998-2007)
LGBT lifestyle, entertainment, and news magazine
- *Archive* (2017 to present)

- Minnesota – The GLC Voice _ (lateral, S)
- Free Voice, The (lateral, S)

St. Louis, MO

Local gay and lesbian newspaper

*Prime Time* (1976-1977)
Gay community publication from the local Metropolitan Community Church
St. Louis
  Pew/Croxton – St. Louis (archival)
  
  - Missouri - Other Voices – (lateral, S)
    - St Louis
      - Gay St. Louis – (lateral, S)
      - No Bad News – (lateral, S)
    - Kansas City
      - Current News – (lateral, S)
      - Proton, Kansas City’s Positively Charged Paper – (lateral, S)
      - Personally – (lateral, S)

Mississippi
*TMM: This Month in Mississippi*
  (1975-1991)
  
  - Mississippi – Mississippi Voice – (lateral, S)

Charlotte, NC

*Free Press* (1976-1977)
  Local gay and lesbian newspaper
  Archive (Gale, 1976)

*QNotes* (1994-2019)
  Local LGBTQ newspaper
  Archive (1983-2016)

Raleigh, NC

  Newspaper devoted to gay and lesbian issues in North and South Carolina
  Archive (Gale, 1984-2003)
  
  - North Carolina, Pink Trash (lateral)
    - Chapel Hill, NC – Lambda Newsletter – (lateral, S)
    - Durham, NC – Gay Morning Star, The – (lateral, S)
  - North/South Carolina – Q Notes – (lateral, S)

New Jersey
  Charlie’s West scrapbooks (New Jersey bar) (archival)
  Out in Jersey (lateral-S)
  Jerzey Gaze (lateral -S)
Fanwood, NJ

*Lazette* (1971-1975)
Newsletter of the New Jersey chapter of the Daughters of Bilitis
Archive (Gale, 1971-1975)

Garwood, NJ

*The Puce Mongoose* (1975-1978)
Publication of the United Sisters

New York

- Bar guides - New York (archival)
- Fire Island/Cherry Grove (archival)
- Newspapers – New York (archival)
- The Center – NYC (archival)
- West Side Discussion Group – NYC (archival)
- Ted Scouten Archive – NYC (archival)

Buffalo, NY

*abOUT* (2004-2006)
LGBT lifestyle, news, and culture magazine

New York City, NY

*Center Happenings* (1986-2009)
Listing of events at the Lesbian and Gay Community Services Center in New York
Archive (various, 1986-1994)

*Center Voice* (1985-2001)
Newsletter of the Lesbian and Gay Community Services Center in New York
Archive (various, 1986-1994)

*Come Out!* (1969-1972)
Newspaper published by an open collective of the Gay Liberation Front
Archive (1969-1972)

Local gay newspaper, based in Babylon, Long Island

*GAY* (1969-1974)
Local gay liberation newspaper
    Newsletter of the Gay Activists Alliance

    Monthly publication of politics, criticism, and erotica

    Local gay newspaper covering culture and politics

Gaysweek (1977-1978)
    Tabloid newspaper with articles, editorials, and art
    Archive (Gale, various, 1977-1997)

    Lesbian nightlife, entertainment, and culture magazine

    Local gay entertainment guide

Mattachine Newsletter (1956-1974)
    Newsletter of the New York chapter of the Mattachine Society, Inc., an early
    homophile organization
    Archive (Gale, 1956-1970)

    Local gay newspaper, noted for its pioneering HIV/AIDS coverage

Next (1993-2016)
    Local gay lifestyle magazine
    Archive (2010-2016)

NYQ (1991-1992)
    Gay and lesbian news magazine

    Local gay and lesbian news magazine
    Archive (1989-1991)

Odyssey

    Entertainment magazine for New York City and New Jersey
Sappho’s Isle (1988-1993)
Local lesbian newspaper
Archive (Gale, 1988-1995)

West Sider
Discussion group in New York regarding gay issues

Rochester, NY

The Empty Closet (1971-2018)
LGBTQ newspaper (originally published by the Rochester Gay Liberation Front)
Archive (1971-2015)

Tri-State Suburban NY, NJ, and CT

Regional bar and business guide

- New York
  - New York State – Alternative, New York State’s Gay Newspaper – (lateral, S)
  - Albany, NY
    - Community, A Publication for Gay People – (lateral, S)
    - Alive (lateral)
  - Brooklyn
    - Gay Friends & Neighbors (GFN) – (lateral, S)
    - Gay Media Alliance – (lateral, S)
  - Buffalo – 5th Freedom – (lateral, S)
  - New Jersey – Network for the 10% Plus – (lateral, S)
  - New York/Long Island
    - Kiss, We Are Family – (lateral, S)
    - LIB Magazine – (lateral, S)
    - Fowler, Nat (Cherry Grove) (lateral)
    - Long Island Pride Press (lateral -S)
    - Long Island Connection (lateral-S)
    - New Horizon (lateral -S)
  - New York, NY
    - About Town – (lateral, S)
    - Alternative, The: New York State's Gay Newspaper (lateral, S)
    - Brooklyn (lateral)
    - Danny's Magazine (lateral, S)
    - Empty Closet, The – (lateral, S)
    - Fone Book, The – (lateral, S)
    - Gay City News – (lateral, S)
    - Gay Clone, The – (lateral, S)
- Gay Flames – (lateral, S)
- Gay New York – (lateral, S)
- Gay Opinion – (lateral, S)
- Gay People at City College—(lateral)
- Gay Synagogue News – (lateral, S)
- Get Out! (lateral -S)
- Gotham – (lateral, S)
- H2IQ – (lateral, S)
- Lesbians Rising – (lateral, S)
- List Magazine, The- (lateral, S)
- Man Alive – (lateral, S)
- Manhunt Magazine – (lateral, S)
- Maverick – (lateral, S)
- New Horizon – (lateral, S)
- New York Knight Life – (lateral, S)
- New York – Topman – (lateral, S)
- Night and Day – (lateral, S)
- NY Pride (Christopher St. Liberation Day)— (lateral)
- Pride (lateral)
- QW, Out of New York – (lateral, S)
- Robert Alan Roth Newsletter – (lateral, S)
- Ted (lateral, S)
- Twist (lateral S)
- Union Club (lateral)
  - Eastern New York, Fifth Column, The – (lateral, S)
  - Syracuse – Gay Light – (lateral, S)
  - Tri-City– In The Life – (lateral, S)

Nevada
- Nevada – The Centerline – (lateral, S)
- Nevada, Las Vegas – Vegas Gay Times – (lateral, S)
- Nevada, Las Vegas – Spectrum (lateral, S)
- Nevada, Las Vegas – Pride (lateral, S)
- Nevada, Reno – Trail Writer, The – (lateral, S)
- Q Vegas –(lateral -S)

Cleveland, OH

*High Gear* (1976)
Local newspaper published by the GEAR (Gay Education and Awareness Resources) Foundation
Archive (Gale, 1976-1980)
Columbus, OH

*Outlook/ Outlook Weekly (2000-2007)*
Local LGBTQ lifestyle and entertainment magazine

- Ohio
  - Gay Ohio (lateral)
  - Gay Ohio Living Data (GOLD) – (lateral, S)
  - Ohio, Mid America – Rapping Paper – (lateral, S)
- Ohio, Akron
  - G.O.L.D. Magazine – (lateral, S)
- Ohio, Cleveland
  - Gay News Cleveland – (lateral, S)
  - Cleveland – Gay People’s Chronicle – (lateral, S)
- Ohio, Columbus
  - Columbus Gay Activist (lateral, S)
  - Stonewall Union – (lateral, S)

Oklahoma
- Oklahoma, Oklahoma City – Gayly Oklahoma – (lateral, S)

Portland, OR

*Forum for Changing Men (1976-1980)*
Newsletter of the Men’s Resource Center, an anti-sexist organization

*Archive*

- Oregon - Oregon Liberator, The – (lateral, S)
  - Portland – Oregon Gay Rights Report – (lateral, S)
  - Salem, Capitol Forum News – (lateral, S)

Pennsylvania
- Gays United of Lancaster, PA (archival)
- The Gay Journal (lateral-S)

Lancaster, PA
- Lancaster Women’s Liberation, Lancaster, PA. – S

Philadelphia, PA

Local lesbian, gay, and bisexual newsweekly
Drum (1964-1969)
Homophile news, cultural criticism, comics, and erotica
Archive (Assorted)

Gay Activist – Philadelphia (undated)
Newsletter of the Philadelphia branch of the Gay Activists Alliance

Philadelphia Gay News (1976 to present)
Local LGBT newspaper
Archive (1976-1982)
Archive (2009-2019)

Local gay liberation newspaper
Archive (Gale, 1975-1977)

Pittsburgh, PA

Local gay liberation newspaper
Archive (Gale, 1975-1978)

Local LGBT newspaper covering news and entertainment
Archive (2011-2012)

- Pennsylvania
  - Bethlehem – Lehigh Valley Homophile Organization Newsletter – (lateral, S)
  - Erie – Erie Gay Community Newsletter – (lateral, S)
  - Harrisburg – Gay Circle (lateral, S)
    - Keystone (lateral, S)
  - Lancaster – Gay Era – (lateral, S)
  - New Hope & Cape May – Pennywise – (lateral, S)
  - Philadelphia
    - New Gay Life – (lateral, S)
    - Welcomat – (lateral, S)
  - Pittsburgh
    - Gay Life – (lateral, S)
    - Gay News – (lateral, S)
    - Pittsburgh Gay Times – (lateral, S)
  - State College
    - ZAP – S
Providence, RI

Get (2006-2008)
Local gay magazine

Options (1991 to present)
Local LGBT magazine with news, resources, and listing
Archive (2011 to present)

Columbia, SC

In Unison (1994-1997)
Local gay and lesbian magazine

- South Carolina, Charleston – Low Country Gallery – (lateral, S)
- South Carolina - Miscellaneous Publications (lateral)

Memphis, TN

Family and Friends (2003-2006)
Local LGBT community newspaper and business guide
Archive (1998-2006)

Gaze (1979-1990)
Local gay and lesbian community newspaper
Archive (1979-2008)

- Tennessee
  - Dare – (lateral, S)
  - Et al. Newsletter – (lateral, S)
  - Nashville
    - GCN – (lateral-S)
    - Out & About – (lateral, S)
    - Xenogeny – (lateral, S)
  - Q (Query) (lateral)

Dallas, TX

Dallas Voice (2007-2009)
Local and regional LGBT newspaper
Archive (1984-2011)
Archive (2012 to present)

Local gay magazine

Houston, TX

Guide to gay nightlife in the South
*Archive* (various excerpts, 1999-2001)

Local gay and lesbian community newspaper
*Archive* (1980-2006)

*Nuntius and Our Community* (1972-1973)
Local gay community newspaper
*Archive* (1972-1973)

*OutSmart* (2001 to present)
LGBT magazine with a local and national focus
*Archive* (various, 1994 to present)
*Archive* (2017 to present)

- Texas –
  - Texas Triangle, The – (lateral, S)
  - Amarillo and the Texas Panhandle - OUTspoken – (lateral, S)
  - Austin – Connections – (lateral, S)
  - Corpus Christi – Together – (lateral, S)
  - Dallas – Dallas Voice – (lateral, S)
  - Dallas/Fort Worth
    - Metro Star – (lateral, S)
    - Metro Times – (lateral, S)
    - Our Community – (lateral, S)
  - Houston– Ad Hoc Committee for Our Rights to Privacy
  - Lubbock-- GWPT Newsletter (lateral, S)
  - San Antonio - The Calendar – (lateral, S)
- South Texas & Louisiana – New Voice, The – (lateral, S)

Utah
- Q-Salt Lake (lateral, S)

Virginia
*Alicea Herr Archive* (archival)

Norfolk, VA

*Our Own Community* (1976-1998)
Local gay and lesbian newspaper
Archive (1976-1998)

Virginia gay and lesbian entertainment and news

Richmond, VA

*The Richmond Pride* (1987-1990)
Local LGBTQ publication
Archive (Gale, 1988-1990)

- Virginia
  - Blue Ridge Lambda Press – (lateral, S)
  - Norfolk – Paper, The – (lateral, S)
  - Our Own Community Press – (lateral, S)
  - Outlife 757 – (lateral – S)
- Roanoke – Virginia Gayzette, The – (lateral, S)
- West Virginia
  - Across the Threshold – (lateral, S)

Washington

- Washington, Seattle
  - The Columns Northwest – (lateral, S)
  - Stonewall Report –(lateral, S)
  - Other Side, The – (lateral, S)

Madison, WI

Men’s feminist journal about gender, sex, and politics

Local LGBTQ magazine with articles, editorials, and advertisements
Archive (2007 to present)

Milwaukee, WI

*GPU News* (1977-1979)
Magazine of local and national news, articles, editorials, and creative writing
Archive (1971-1981)

- Wisconsin
- Madison – Gay Renaissance Newsletter – S
- Milwaukee – Milwaukee Calendar - S

- Mid-South – GLBT News Press – (lateral, S)
- Mid-West
  - Today’s Gay America – Mid-West – (lateral, S)
  - NewsMidwest – (lateral, S)
  - Sceamer, The – (lateral, S)
- New England – New England Connection – (lateral, S)
- North East – North Eastern Standard Times (Nest) – (lateral, S)
- North West – NW Fountain – (lateral, S)
- South – Southern Gay Liberator – (lateral, S)
- U.S. Northwest – Fountain, The (lateral)

See also:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIDS</th>
<th>Community Centers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Gay Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Comics/Humor - serials

*La Noche Más Loca (Spain) (1987-1995)*
Gay comics by Ralf König with a special focus on HIV/AIDS

Erotic comics featuring gay and bisexual men

Comics and articles centered on the lesbian experience

Comics/Humor – archival files

Wit and humor
Gay Comics

Comics/Humor – lateral files

- Ciao!
- Cartoons, Gay
- Gay Coloring Book
- Gmunder, Bruno, Hot for Boys Comics – S
- Godfrey, Joe – A Queer Carol
- Hands Off!
- Joan Crawford/Clark Gable
- Josman, Handjobs
- Millennium – S
- Murphy’s Manor - S
- Prism, Your LGBT Guide to Comics
- Shirtlifter – S
- Vellekoop, Maurice
- Wimmen’s Comics
- Wit & Humor

See also:

- Artists
- Gay male erotica
Coming Out – lateral files
- Coming Out – M
- Coming Out in the Business World
- Coming Out Among Professional Women
- Coming Out Toolkit – M
- National Coming Out Day

See also:
- Youth
Community Centers – archival files

- Centerlink
- Gay Community Centers
- Center One
- Clio Foundation
- Movement Advancement Project

Community Centers – lateral files

- International Directory of LGBT Community Centers & LGBT Organizations – M
- Lambda Community Center of Greater Miami
- Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Community Center (Miami Beach, FL)
- Los Angeles Gay & Lesbian Community Services Center - S
- The Atlanta Gay Center, Inc.
- Community Center News – San Jose, CA – S
- Branching Out – LGBT Center of Tallahassee – S
- The Center Fold – Gay & Lesbian Community Services of Central Florida – S
- The Center, Home for GLBT in Metro DC
- Centerline – A Publication of the New Haven, CT Pride Center – S
- Center of Attention – Utah Stonewall Center – S
- Clarion, Cosmopolitan Community Center of Miami – S
- Community Press, NYC
- Compass – S
- Compass Directions – S
- Diversity Center, Diversifications - S
- Engage, Lesbian & Gay Community Center of Kansas City – S
- Gay and Lesbian Community Center of Greater Miami
- Gay Community Center of Colorado, Inc. – S
- Gay Community Services, Miami, FL
- GLBT Community Center and Resource Guide, Miami Beach, FL
- Gay and Lesbian Community Center – Volunteer Times
- Gays and lesbians Offering Warmth (GLOW)
- News & Notes, William Way Community Center - S
- Our Community Center News, The Key West Gay & Lesbian Community Center – S
- SHOUT! , Voice of the Lesbian, Gay & Bisexual Community Center, Miami Beach, FL – S
- Triangle, The – Newsletter of the Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Community Center of Central Florida – S
- VOX, The Center Voice – Gay and Lesbian Community Center of Greater Fort Lauderdale – S

See also:

- City/states
Cruising – lateral files

- Baths
- Cruising
- Club Body Center
- Allen, Jay – diary

See also:
- Gay male erotica
Discrimination/Harassment – lateral files

- Discrimination, General
- Discrimination, Employment
- Discrimination, Housing
- Harassment/Discrimination, International
- Harassment Boca Raton, FL
- Homophobia in the Media and Society: One Life to Live and Beyond - M
- Nondiscrimination Laws
- Outing (Sexual Orientation)
- Presidential Administrations, actions by

See also:
- Florida
- Gay rights
- Legal
Drag/Female Impersonation – archival files
  Drag Queens
  Pageants (by state and city)
  Timothy W. Bass Archive
  Jack Brenner Archive
  Eddie Guertin Archive
  Kurt Mann Archive

Drag (male and female/cross-dressing) – lateral files
  ▪ Dragazine – S
  ▪ Drag Performers, Thailand
  ▪ FI News (Female Impersonator) – S
  ▪ F.M.I. (Female Mimics International) – S
  ▪ Jewel Box Revue
  ▪ Magazines – Drag, Transvestite
  ▪ Minette, Recollections of a Part-Time Lady

See also:
  Gender
  Transgender
Education - serials

Interdisciplinary scholarship on LGBT youth (currently known as *Journal of LGBT Youth*)
[Archive](#) (2003 to present) *

*Teaching Tolerance* (1992 to present)
Magazine for educators hoping to cultivate a diverse classroom experience
[Archive](#) (1996 to present)

*Revision* (2002-2005)
Newsletter of the YES Institute, the LGBT youth suicide prevention organization
[More](#)

**Education/Schools – lateral files**

- American Federation of Teachers, National Gay and Lesbian Caucus – S
- BlackBoard - Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network – S
- Chaulkboard, The – S
- Citizens for Human Rights, Educator’s Task Force
- Community Exchange – S
- Demystifying Homosexuality, A teaching Guide about Lesbians and Gay Men
- Erickson Educational Foundation – S
- Gai Saber: Gay Academic Union Journal - S
- Gay College Students
- Gay Students, Education
- Gay Teacher’s Association Newsletter – S
- Gay, Lesbian and Straight Education Network (GLSEN)
- GLSEN Bookstore
- GLSENotes, Fort Lauderdale, FL – S
- GLESRNings, Miami, FL – St
- Gay, Lesbian and Straight Teacher’s Network (GLSTN) -S
- Graves, Karen
- Implementing Lessons That Matter
- In Every Classroom
- Inter Change – S
- Jennings, Kevin (GLSEN)
- Journal of Gay and Lesbian Issues in Education – S
- Lesbigay (Announcements for LBG Scholars)
- Midwest Gay Academic Journal - S
- National Organization of Scientists and Technical Professionals
- New Light Media, Train the Trainers
- Open Classroom, American Federation of Teachers National Gay & Lesbian Caucus – S
• Otherwise Monograph Series, The – S
• Point Foundation
• Project 10
• Proudly Infusing Nonviolence – Sixth Grade
• Radical Teacher
• Respect, GLSEN – S
• Safe Schools South Florida
• Shipley, Bill, articles written by
• Sizemore, Richard
• South Florida Educators Group Newsletter
• Sunshine Cathedral Light University
• Teachers – Gay
• Teachers, Gay, Florida
• Teaching Tolerance
• Triangle Area Bay Scientists – S
• Turing, Alan
• U.S. National Student Association
• University of Miami

See also:
  Families/parenting
  Youth
Events, Festivals, Conferences, Networking Opportunities, (excluding Pride) – lateral files

- Charity Events
- Events – Gay - M
- Events – Women – M
- Fantasy Fest (Key West)
- Festivals, various
- Flirt '95, Tacky Tourist Weekend, Fort Lauderdale, FL
- Friend’s Group
- Hanging out with Friends
- Houston Gay & Lesbian Film Festival 2002
- Lambda Conference – Miami, FL
- Lambda Conference and Business Expo – Miami, FL
- Lambda United Gay/Straight Alliance, Organization and Business Expo, Florida Atlantic University
- Living Outside the Box
- Out on the Street, LGBT Leadership Summit
- Penn Gala
- Persistent Vision
- Power Places Tours & Conferences
- Provincetown - Lesbian – Women’s Week 30th Anniversary, 2014
- Right Angle, The – Miami, FL – S
- Saint Black Party
- Saint White Party
- Trade Shows – Florida
- White Party – Palm Springs – M
- Wicked Manors – Wilton Manors, FL
- Wigstock Festival, New York, NY
- Winter Gala, Fort Lauderdale, FL
- Women Fest

See also:
  
  Cities
  Florida
  Pride
Family/Parenting- serials

_andBaby: Redefining Modern Parenting (2001-2003)_
Magazine about lesbian and gay parenting

_The Flagpole_ (1998-2012)
Newsletter of the Washington, D.C. chapter of PFLAG Archive (Gale, 1984-1987)

_Gay Parent Magazine_ (1998 to present)
Magazine devoted to LGBTQ parenting

_In the Family_ (1999-2005)
Magazine about LGBT family relationships

Research on LGBTQ people and family experience
Archive (2005 to present) *

_Mom’s Apple Pie_ (1977-1996)
Newsletter of the Lesbian Mothers National Defense Fund

_Newsletter of the Los Angeles Chapter of PFLAG_ (1980-1992)

Newspaper for gay and lesbian couples

Family/parenting – archival files
Gays and Lesbians with Children
Gay parenting

Family/Parenting- lateral files
- Adoption
- Alternative Family – S
- Davis, Deon
- Family Equality Council
- Family Pride, Outspoken Families
- Family Next Door, The – S
- Family Research Council
- Focus on the Family – M
- Gay and Lesbian Parents Coalition International – S
- Gay Family
- Gay Fathers
• Growing Generations - S
• In the Family – S
• New York City Parents of Lesbians and Gay Men, Inc.
• Parents of Gays/PFLAG clippings
• PFLAG Indianapolis, IN – S
• PFLAG Louisville, KY – S
• White House Conference on Families, 1978

See also:
  Education
  Youth
Fashion – lateral files
- Fashion – Fashion Designers
- Gerneirch, Rudi
- L’uomo - S
Feminism/Lesbianism – serials

13th Moon
Feminist literary journal from CUNY.

ALFA Newsletter/Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance (1976-1978)
Publication of this radical lesbian feminist organization

Amazon Quarterly (1979-1992)
Lesbian feminist arts journal
Archive (1972-1975)

Alternative Times

Big Mama Rag (1975-1980)
Radical feminist newspaper based in Denver
Archive (1973-1984)

Broomstick (1986-1989)
Radical lesbian feminist political and cultural magazine for, by, and about women over forty

Chrysalis (1977-1979)
Los Angeles-based feminist magazine of art and politics
Archive (1977-1980)

Lesbian feminist quarterly of cultural criticism, politics, and art
Archive (1981-1996)

Lesbian lifestyle and news magazine

Dinah (1976-1990)
Newsletter and cultural journal published by the Cincinnati-based Lesbian Activist Bureau

Feminary (1979-1983)
Southern lesbian feminist journal

Newsletter for feminist bookstores, printers, and publishers
Archive (1983-2000)
Fountain (1997-1998)
   Women’s alternative lifestyle magazine, based in South Florida

The Furies (1972-1973)
   Lesbian separatist newspaper run by the Furies Collective in Washington, D.C.
   Archive (1972-1973)

Girlfriends (San Francisco) (1994-2006)
   Lesbian lifestyle and news magazine

   Publication of a networking group of older lesbians seeking to build community among the elderly

Heresies (1977-1987)
   Feminist publication on art and politics
   Archive (1977-1993)

Hot Wire (1985-1993)
   Journal of women’s music and culture
   Archive (1984-1994)

Hypatia (1987-1991)
   Journal of feminist philosophy
   Archive (1986 to present) *

IKON (1987-1990)
   Magazine of cultural criticism and art, with an emphasis on women’s issues
   Archive (1967-1992)

The InformHer (1988-1997)
   Newsletter of the Friday Night Womyn’s Group in Miami

Lavender Women (1973-1976)
   Chicago-based lesbian newspaper with a focus on politics and culture
   Archive (1971-1976)

Lesbian Connection (East Lansing, MI) (1974-1996)
   Lesbian feminist newsletter published by the Ambitious Amazons
   Archive (1974-1989)

Lesbian Tide (Los Angeles, CA) (1972-1980)
   National lesbian feminist newsletter and periodical
   Archive (1971-1974)
Archive (1974)
Archive (1974-1980)

Lesbian News (1986-2014)
Lesbian lifestyle, culture, and politics magazine

Maiden Voyage

Articles, interviews, and illustrations by and for “lesbians on the land”
Archive (1996)

Radical feminist news journal
Archive (1970-1976)
Archive (1970-2008) *

On Our Backs (San Francisco, CA) (1985-2001)
Lesbian feminist magazine of art and erotica
More

She Magazine (Fort Lauderdale, FL) (1999-2003)
Lifestyle and news magazine for lesbians in Florida

Sisters by and for gay women
Lesbian publication about gay rights for San Francisco, CA

Sisters United
National publication for religious lesbians

Sojourner (Cambridge, MA) (1975-2002)
New England’s women’s journal of news, opinions, and the arts
Archive (1975-1998)

Feminist review of scholarship and literature
Archive (1983-2016) *
Archive (Gale, 1983-2014)

Quest: A Feminist Quarterly (1972-1978)
Periodical focused on feminist politics and criticism
Archive (1974-1982)
More
Lesbian/Feminism – archival files
  Muriel Crawford/Anyda Marchant
  Betty Jane Diener Archive
  Meryl Friedman Archive
  Stephanie Jones Archive
  Lesbian newsletters
  Serial publications – lesbian
  Lesbian Pamphlets
  Lesbian mystery fiction
  Lesbians in Friendship Together
  Marilyn Lamkay Archive
  Sonia Mitchell Archive
  National Lesbian Journals Association
  Poetry-Lesbian
  Shelly Roberts Archive
  Leonie Wolfson Archive
  Women Pamphlets
  Women In Network Archive

Feminism/Lesbian – lateral files
  • Albatross, New Jersey – S
  • Alternative Times
  • Aqua Girl
  • Armed Forces, Lesbian
  • Bad Attitude, Lesbian Erotic Fiction – S
  • Blazing Star – S
  • Booksellers and Bookselling - Lesbian – S
  • Brand, Doreen
  • Broward National Association of Women (NOW) News – S
  • Circles – S
  • Coquette – Erotica – S
  • Dade NOW Times - S
  • Desperate Living – S
  • Dimensions – S
  • Dykes Against Racism (DARE) – S
  • Dykes ‘n Dolls – S
  • Dykes & Gorgons – S
  • Dyke – S
  • Ryke Review - S
  • Echo of Sappho – S
  • Ecstasy, Gay Revolution Party – S
  • The Effeminist - S
  • Eidos, Erotica Entertainment for Women – S
• FatGirl, A zine for Fat Dykes and the Women Who Want Them – S
• Female State, The – A Journal of Female Liberation – S
• Female FYI - S
• Feminism and Ecology
• Feminist Alternative Press, The – S
• Feminist Art Journal – S
• Florida Collection of Lesbian Herstory – S
• FOCUS, A Journal for Gay Women – S
• Fraser, Clara VS. Seattle City Light
• Frighten the Horses – S
• FSU Women's Center Newsletter – S
• Gayla, Movies of the Gay Set – Lesbian Eroticism
• Helaine Victoria Press – post cards of women
• Herrin, Ashley
• Hysteria, Bridgeport, CT – S
• I Know You Know – S
• InformHER , The (Florida) – S
• Intuition – S
• Jane and Jane – S
• Jewish Lesbian Daughters of Holocaust Survivors
• Journal of Women and Aging – S
• Killer Dyke – S
• Kindred Sisters – S
• Lavender Prairie News (Champaign, IL)
• Lesbian Center Newsletter (Lansing, Michigan) – S
• Lesbian Contradiction (San Francisco, CA) – S
• Lesbian Couples
• Lesbian Entertainers
• Lesbian Ethics (Albuquerque, NM) – S
• Lesbian/Feminist
• Lesbian Feminist, The (New York, NY) – S
• Lesbian Front – S
• Lesbian Mothers
• Lesbian Mother’s National Defense Fund
• Lesbian Nation (Florida) – S
• Lesbian Potluck
• Lesbian Review of Books, The – S
• Lesbian Rights Project
• Lesbian Voice (Las Vegas, NV) – S
• Lesbiana Speaks (Dade County, FL) – S
• Lesbianism
• Lesbianism – Psychological Aspects
• Lesbians and Sports
• Lesbians - Civil Rights
• Lesbians – Conferences & Congresses
• Lesbians – Health Issues
• Lesbians Speak Out
• Lesbisch Archief Leeuwarden
• Long Time Coming – S
• LSF (Lesbian Short Fiction) – S
• LStyle-G/Style
• Michigan Womyn’s Music Festival
• Moonburst Newsletter – S
• Mother Eagle Review – S
• Muse Newsletter – S
• National Center for Lesbian Rights (NCLR)
• National Center for Lesbian Rights Newsletter - S
• National Times (NOW) – S
• New Women’s Press, Turned on Women Songbook
• Northop, Ann
• NOW News (Miami) – S
• Olivia Records
• Options (Erotica) – S
• Organizations – Lesbian
• Out in the World
• Pandora Events
• Pointblank Times (Houston, TX) – S
• Portcullis – S
• Press Gang Publishers - Drawing the Line (Erotica)
• Priolo, Char
• Pussy - S
• Quim - S
• Radical Chick – S
• Renaissance Women, Florida – S
• Sapphic Touch
• Sapphire – S
• Scholar and the Feminist, The
• Seal Press
• Sexism
• Sister Courage – S
• Sisterfire – S
• Sisterhood
• Sister Rise Collective
• Social Groups, Lesbian
- Southern Feminist – S
- Spinsters Ink
- Susan Saxe Defense Committee
- Telewoman, California Bay Area) – S
- Themis – S
- United Sisters
- Velvetpark – Dyke Culture in Bloom – S
- Wavelength – S
- Weaver, R
- We Moon – South Florida – S
- What Color is Your Handkerchief
- Whitman-Radclyffe Foundation
- WICCE, A Lesbian/Feminist Newspaper – S
- Wimmen’s Comix
- Witch and the Chameleon – S
- Women of Power – S
- Woman Spirit – S
- Women at the Center – S
- Women in Motion
- Women in Paradise
- Women on the Move
- Women’s Coalition
- Womynsong – M
- Work force – S
Fetish - serials

Gay male bondage magazine of erotica, technique, and narrative

*Bound to Please*
Bondage magazine (not explicitly LGBTQ)

Leather magazine with articles, stories, and art

*Dirty Boyz* (2016)
Gay fetish magazine

*Drummer* (San Francisco) (1976-1998)
Gay male leather magazine of erotic fiction, photography, and technique

*GMSMA News*
Newsletter of the Gay Male S/M Activists, a community organization

*Leather magazine with photos, articles, and reviews*

*Instigator* (2013-2010)
Gay men’s leather fetish magazine

Gay male leather erotica magazine

Gay male leather community news magazine

Gay male leather erotica magazine

Gay male leather erotica magazine

Fetish – archival files
Bondage
Sadomasochism (video tapes)
RFM (magazine issues)
Fetish – lateral files

- Alphatribe (Alpha.male.fetish) – S
- Arnett, Lautrec (Chuck) in Leather
- Bandanna – S
- Bunkhouse - S
- Flanagan, Bob – RE search – S
- PFIO, Piercing Fans International Quarterly – S
- A Bound and Gagged Phone Book – S
- Captive – S
- The Care & Training of the Male Slave – S
- Cellblock 28 – S
- Dam – S
- Eagle – S
- Fetishism, various
- FFA Handy News, Miami
- Florida Leather Network – S
- Florida Leather Unity Weekend
- Folsom – S
- Folsom Street Fair - M
- Giber, Lauren
- GraphX
- Hill, Leonard Aaron
- Holy Tit Clamps - S
- Knights of the Night – S
- Leather Scene (Fort Lauderdale, FL) – S
- Martin of Holland
- Metropolitan Slave – S
- Mr. Florida Drummer
- Mr. S Leather Co
- National Leather Association
- Newsletters (Fetish)
- Payne, Robert, publications - S
- PFI Quarterly – S
- Pledges and Paddles
- Pro Me Thee Us – S
- Ranch, The – S
- Red Right, Fisting
- Rough Trade
- S+M/B+D
- Saber’s Edge
- Sandmutopia Guardian – S
- Sexual Art
• SFMEN Newsletter – S
• SMADS
• Spankography – S
• Spar Productions
• Tom of Finland Dispatch – S
• Townsend, Larry
• Update (Scene) – S
• Voyeur, Voyeurism
• Western Man
• Weisman, Jay J. (SM 101)
• Young Leathermen of South Florida

See also:

  Gay male erotica
Florida – serials

Boca Raton, FL

Publication of the Southern Gay Liberator

Daytona Beach, FL

*Daytona Beach Guild* (2011-2012)
Local gay magazine

Fort Lauderdale, FL

*411 Magazine* (2001-2009)
Local gay listings and nightlife magazine

Lifestyle and entertainment magazine

*Buzz* (2006-2008)
Local LGBT entertainment magazine

*Broward County Coalition of Human Rights*
Materials produced by the Broward County Coalition for the Humanistic Rights of Gays

*David* (1978-1988)
Gay entertainment and lifestyle magazine, with an emphasis on South Florida and the U.S. South

Gay entertainment and nightlife guide

*Dolphin News* (1987-2010)
Publication of the Dolphin Democratic Club, a gay and lesbian political organization in Broward County

*Express* (2006-2009)
Local and state-wide gay and lesbian newspaper

*Florida Agenda* (2010 to present)
Local LGBT newspaper
Archive (2010-2016)

*Front Runners* (1993-2001)
Publication of a gay runners’ club

*FYI* (2001)
Gay bar and video guide

*Gir(L)* (2006-2015)
Local lesbian and bisexual lifestyle magazine
Archive (2011-2019)

*Hot Spots* (1991 to present)
Gay weekly focusing on events and nightlife in South and Central Florida
Archive (2014 to present)

Local gay newspaper

*The Inside Scoop* (2001)
Local gay lifestyle magazine

*Newsline* (1990-2004)
Monthly publication of the PWA Coalition of Broward County

*Out on the Coast* (2003-2011)
Gay magazine covering the Space and Treasure Coasts of Florida
Archive (2003-2011)

*OutClique* (2016 to present)
Local gay lifestyle, arts, and travel magazine
Archive (2016 to present)

*Playtyme* (1985)
Advertising for local gay businesses

*The Pride Center Voice* (2010-2016)
Newsletter of the Pride Center

*Scoop* (1992-2001)
Local gay weekly magazine

*South Florida Gay News* (2010 to present)
Local LGBT newspaper

**Archive** (2010 to present)

_Vox/The Center Voice (1993-2001)_
Newsletter of the Gay and Lesbian Community Center

Jacksonville, FL

*Gay Community News and Calendar* (1975-1977)
Publication of the Metropolitan Community Church

*David* (1970-1974)
Gay entertainment and lifestyle magazine

**Archive** (various, 1972-1974)

*Out and About/ Out in the City* (1996-2008)
Monthly information newspaper

_The Rag_

Key West, FL

*Celebrate! Key West*
Local gay newspaper

Men’s feminist journal about gender, sex, and politics

Local LGBTQ magazine with articles, editorials, and advertisements

**Archive** (2007 to present)

Miami, FL

*Alive!* (1977-1980)
Gay magazine of culture, politics, and listings

_Fashion, gay tabloid for Miami and South Florida_

Local gay entertainment and bar guide
Out in Style (1982-1983)
South Florida entertainment and bar guide

Out Pages (1995)
South Florida entertainment, lifestyle, and business listing

Odyssey

Outpost (1993)
Local gay and lesbian weekly newspaper

Local LGBTQ lifestyle magazine
Archive (2015-2018)

TWN (1977-2006)
Local LGBT weekly newspaper

Orlando, FL

Orlando Weekly (2016-2018)
Local LGBTQ newsweekly
Archive (1997 to present)

Pompano Beach, FL

The Pompano Pelican (2007-2012)
Local newspaper
Archive (2004 to present)

Tallahassee, FL

Local gay and lesbian newspaper

Tampa, FL

Local gay bar and social guide

Gayzette (1991-2007)
Local gay and lesbian newspaper

West Palm Beach, FL
Local gay and lesbian news magazine

*The Compass* (2001-2018)
Newsletter of the Compass Gay & Lesbian Community Center of Palm Beach County
Florida (includes items from other topics, within Florida) – lateral files

- Terl, Allen (thesis on gay rights in Florida)
- EMS Productions, One Night Only, The People’s Choice Performance, Florida
- Coffey, Jerry – M
- Pompano Bill
- Shaw, Clay
- “In Anita’s Wake”– M
- Trader Tom’s

- Florida
  - All of Florida
    - Clubs Monthly – S
    - ener-G – S
    - Gayzette Magazine – S
    - Matrix, Florida Gay Task Force News – S
    - Michael’s of Florida Travel Guide – S
    - OUT in Florida & Georgia - S
    - People’s Coalition for Gay Rights – S
  - Brevard Together (BT) News – S
  - Central Florida
    - New Direction – S
    - New Liberation – S
    - Or-lambda Sentinel – S
    - Our World – S
    - OUT Look – S
    - OUT Where it Counts – S
    - Paper, The – S
    - PLS Guide – S
  - Cocoa Beach – Alternative Network News – S
  - East Coast
    - Florida Spotlight – S
    - Southeastern Great Outdoors – S
  - Fort Lauderdale
    - American Lifestyle – S
    - Athena, a woman...a magazine – S
    - Billfold – S
    - BOA, Florida Newsletter - S
    - Boardwalk Fort Lauderdale – S
    - B.I.K.A. THE VOICE OF Stingray – S
    - Club Lauderdale
    - Copa
    - Coyote Howls – S
- David’s Gazette – S
- Express, The - S
- Forum Publishing, Best of Pride
- Gayline
- Gay South Florida
- Georgie’s Alibi
- Girl – S
- Gay and Lesbian Train Club of Florida (GLTRAXX) - S
- Gold Coast Couples News – S
- Good Like Weekly – S
- In Town Exposure – S
- Just Circuit Mag – S
- Lambda Poon – S
- Little Black Book - S
- N-Beat - S
- Rimmer Mag – S
- Sidelights – S
- SMRCA (South Middle River Civic Association) News – S
- Society Magazine – S
- Tuesday Night Group
- Travel with Pride – S
- 1200 Club – S
- 2, The Alternative – S
- What’s Happening – S
- Whazzappnin – S

  o Fort Myers
    - Hot off the Press – S
    - Support-Line – S

  o Gainesville, FL – The Chronical – S

  o Hollywood, FL
    - Monitor – S
    - SUN Group of Hollywood

  o Jacksonville
    - Awareness
    - David’s Magazine Archive
    - COE – S
    - Jerviston Journal, The
    - Metro Tempo - S
    - OUT in the City – S
    - Southern Flair – S

  o Key West
    - Guild News, The – S
    - Key West Entertainment
    - Lifestyle Magazine - S
- Sea to Sea Pride Flag
- What’s Happening – S

- Miami, FL
  - Dade County Coalition for the Human Rights of Gays
  - Gay Life Expo, 2003
  - Generation Lambda – S
  - Going Places in Florida – S
  - Hotter Than Hell, Miami, FL
  - Mother’s New Dish Rag -S
  - Planet Homo – S
  - She Times – S
  - Tonight – S
  - Verge – S
  - Where the Action is – S
  - XYZ – S

- North Florida - Ram - S
- North Miami - Aware – S
- Orlando – Lambda Express – S

- Pensacola, FL
  - Panhandle Post, The – S
  - Parents of Gays, Pensacola

- South Florida
  - After Dark – S
  - South Florida’s Nightlife Magazine – S
  - OUT in Florida – S
  - OUT in Florida (Gallery Proofs)
  - Palette – S
  - People Like Us – S
  - Pride Magazine – S
  - Pulse – S
  - Q (Newspaper) – S
  - Q Nation – Quintessential, Thinking Outside the Closet – S
  - South Florida Current – S
  - South Florida’s Black Book – S
  - Southern Source – S
  - Sundancing – S
  - Sunray News – S
  - Sunset People – S
  - Touch Magazine – S
  - Tropical Times – S
  - Upfront – S
  - Vantage Point – S

- Tallahassee
  - AGAPE - Alliance of Gay Awareness in Tallahassee. Florida – S
▪ Community News – S
▪ Congress of People with Gay Concerns - Bay Area Rights Council – S
  o Tampa – Stonewall – S
  o St Augustine – Leaping Out & Around – S
  o St Petersburg –
    ▪ Come Unity – S
    ▪ TLW (The Last Word) – S
  o West Coast
    ▪ Bay Area Express
    ▪ Bay Rights Council – S
    ▪ Dominion – S
    ▪ Rainbow Pages Magazine – S
    ▪ Suncoast Gay Community News – S
    ▪ Suncoast Tradewinds – S
  o West Palm Beach - Backdoor Bookstore – S
  o Wilton Manors, FL
    ▪ The Islander – S
    ▪ Progress Bar
    ▪ Town Crier – S
    ▪ Tropical Pines – S
    ▪ Wilton Manors
    ▪ Wilton Manors Tribune – S

**Florida – archival files – lateral files**
• Anita Bryant
• Arts United
• Bar guides - Florida
• Robert Boyle Archive
• Broward County Coalition for the Humanistic Rights of Gays
• Broward County Diversity Committee
• Broward County Education Project
• Broward County Gay Rights
• Father William Francis Collins Archive
• Community Foundation of Broward
• Alan Curtis Archive
• Dade County Human Rights referendum
• Dade County Human Rights Foundation
• Dixie Awards
• Andrew Eddy Archive
• Everglade Rawhides (scrapbooks)
• Equality Florida
• Grant Lynn Ford Archive
• Front Runners- Fort Lauderdale
• Florida Red and Blue
• Florida Gold Coast Chapter of LGBTQ AMVets
• Gay Days (Orlando Mag)
• Gay Games – Team Fort Lauderdale
• Gold Coast Bare Skins
• John Graves Archive
• GUARD (Gays United to Attack Repression and Discrimination)
• Heim Archive
• Richard Inman Archive
• Johns Committee
• “Johnny” Photo Archive
• Gary E. Keating Archive
• Robert Kunst Archive
• Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Community Center – Miami Beach
• Marlin Beach Hotel
• William Mathisen Archive
• Robert Ben Mitchell Archive
• Miami Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
• Miami Victory Campaign
• Robert Ben Mitchell – Miami
• Dieter Murphy Archive
• Lee Newell II Archive
• Newspapers – Florida
• Newsletters – Florida
• Our Fund
• Odyssey Church Florida
• Eugene A. Patron Archive– Miami
• Palm Beach County Human Right Council
• Pew/Croxton Archive
• Pompano Bill Archive
• PWAC Broward (People with AIDS Coalition)
• PWAC Dade
• Pride Center at Equity Park
• Pulse nightclub
• Pulse Nightclub – Orlando (posters, banners, ephemera
• Photographs – Fort Lauderdale Bar Scene
• Alan M. Rockway Archive
• Rohrbacher, Yvonne
• Sage of Broward County
• Save Dade
• Alan Schubert Archive
• Richard Sedlak Archive
• Steven Shires Archive
• Southern Country/South Florida
• Stingray Motor Cycle Club
• Sunshine Athletic Association
• Sunshine Cathedral (MCC Church)
• Dean Trantalis Archive
• Theatre in Florida
• Theatre in NY
• Theban Newsletter travel
• Transperience Center (sex counseling) – Miami
• Tuesday’s Angels
• Teachers of Dade County – Gay and Lesbian Caucus
• Richard Weissner Archive
• Wilton Manors
• “Where the Boys Are”

See also:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIDS</th>
<th>Bisexuality</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Discrimination</th>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Gay Rights</th>
<th>Homosexuality</th>
<th>Military</th>
<th>Music</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Politics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seniors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and queer studies - serials

A wide-ranging guide to lesbian and gay topics, including history, politics, culture, health, and businesses
Archive (1990)

CLAGS News (2008-2010)
Newsletter of the Center for LGBTQ Studies at the City University of New York
Archive (1996)
Archive (2001)
Archive (2006)
Archive (2012)

Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender History (2009-2011)
Biannual newsletter of this academic organization
Archive (2005-2019)

Academic publication of critical theory and cultural analysis
Archive (1999 to present) *

Empathy (1990-1993)
Interdisciplinary journal “working to end prejudice & violence against sexual minorities”

Publication of the Scholarship Committee of the Gay Academic Union

Interdisciplinary scholarship, criticism, and commentary in LGBTQ studies
Archive (1993-2020) *

Multi-disciplinary academic journal focused on the topic of bisexuality
Archive (2000 to present) *

Interdisciplinary scholarship on lesbian experience
Archive (1996 to present) *

Research on the history of sexuality across time, geography, and culture
Archive (1990-2016) *
Archive (2009 to present) *

Our Stories (1990-1995)
Newsletter of the Northern California Gay and Lesbian Historical Society
Archive (Gale, 1990-2004)

Gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer studies - lateral files
- Bolerium Books, Gay & Lesbian Studies – S
- Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies News, The (CLAGS) – S
- Gay Studies
- Journal of Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Identity – S
- Journal of GLBT Family Studies - S
Gay male erotica – serials

18th Wheeler
   Newsletter for gay male truckers

100 Percent Beef (2006-2007)
   Erotic magazine featuring bears

2 Hot Male Couples (2001-2007)
   Erotic magazine focused on gay couples

Advocate Classifieds (1992-1997)
   Erotica-filled spinoff of The Advocate

Advocate Men/Men (1988-2009)
   Erotic magazine featuring photographs, comics, and reviews (originally a sister publication to The Advocate)

Alcazar/Turkish Men
   Erotic photographs of Middle Eastern men

All Boy (1999-2017)
   Erotic photographs of young men

All Stars (1997-2000)
   Gay video review magazine

Alternate

Amigo/French Male Erotica
   Dutch erotic magazine of photographs

Bad Puppy (2002-2017)
   Erotic magazine featuring “young tough guys”


Bel Ami/Mandate Presents (1996-2007)
   Catalog of Bel Ami and Falcon International models and videos

Erotic magazine with photos, stories, and reviews featuring African-American men

*Blueboy* (1976-2007)
Gay lifestyle, entertainment, and erotica magazine
*Archive* (September 1984)
*Archive* (January 1987)

*Body* (1972-1980)

Erotic photographs of young men, articles, and reviews

*Catalina Video* (1994-1997)
Catalog of Catalina Video

Erotic magazine with photographs and stories featuring older men

*Colt Men* (1975-2000)
Erotic magazine published by Colt Studio

*Colt Studio Presents* (1978-2000)
Erotic magazine published by Colt Studio

Erotic magazine with photographs and stories featuring older men


*Cybersocket* (1999-2007)
Guide to online gay erotica

Erotic magazine filled with daddy-related photos, stories, and ads

*Defi* (French) (1994)

*Dandy Lions* (1968)

*Dick* (undated)

Erotic magazine with photos and reviews
Euro Boy (1989-1996)
   Erotic magazine with photos of young men

Euro Guy (1997-1999)
   Erotic magazine with photos of young men

Falcon (various titles) (1978 to present)
   Erotic magazine published by Falcon Studios

First Hand (1980-1997)
   Erotic stories, photographs, and ads

Flesh 4 Men

Freshmen (1991-2009)
   Erotic magazine with photographs of younger men, reviews, and fiction

FQ Foreskin Quarterly (1984-2000)
   Foreskin fetish magazine

Friction (1990-1992)
   Erotic magazine for “men who dare”

Gentle Ben (1968)

Golden Boys (1967-1969)
   Erotic magazine with photographs of younger men

   Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Handjobs Magazine (1994-2001)
   Erotic stories, illustrations, and photographs

Hard Rods

   Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Hombres (1989-1992)

   Erotic magazine featuring Latinos
Honcho (1978-2009)
Erotic magazine featuring “macho” men

Erotic magazine with photographs and reviews

Inches (1985-2012)
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

In Touch (1973-2004)
Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

Erotic magazine featuring jocks

Jocks

Just Men (1982-1987)
Erotic magazine with photographs, reviews, and profiles

Just Us Boys (2009-2011)
Erotic magazine with advertisements, interviews, and profiles
Archive (uncertain dates)

Latin Inches (1997-2007)
Erotic magazine featuring Latino men

Machismo (1993-2007)
Erotic magazine featuring Latino men

Male Insider (1986-1992)
Erotic magazine with photographs of young men, fiction, and articles

Male Pictorial (1989-1993)
Erotic magazine with photographic spreads and articles (formerly Men of Advocate Men)

Mandate (1975-1995)
Erotic magazine of photographs, reviews, and entertainment

Manifest (1982-1983)
Erotic magazine of photographs and fiction

Manifest Reader (1988-1999)
Erotic magazine of fiction

Man Power (1969-1975)
Erotic magazine

Man’s Best/ Mega Boys (1996-2000)
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Manscape (1985-1999)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

Manscape 2 (1985-1999)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

Erotic video guide with reviews, interviews, and photographs

Mansize (2003)
Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Erotic magazine with photographs and articles

Naked (1994-2001)
Erotic magazine

Naked Real Stories (2004-2005)
Erotic magazine of fiction

Numbers (1977-2002)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

Obsessions (1988-1997)
Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

Olympus (1972-1978)
Erotic magazine published by Colt Studio

Playguy (1976-2010)
Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and classifieds

**Rump** (1981-1992)
Erotic magazine with photographs and stories

**Savage Male** (1993-1996)
Erotic magazine with photographs, articles, and reviews

**Zeus Collection**

**Gay male erotica – archival files**
- 8 mm films (gay male erotica)
- 35 mm slides – gay male erotica
- Anonymous /Unknown (numerous collections of gay male erotica)
- African American Models
- Bel Ami
- Bruno Gmunder books
- Tom Dalton Archive
- DVDs – Gay male erotica
- Erotic fiction
- Gay Male erotica (fiction)
- Gay Male erotica (photos)
- L. Herczeg Archive
- Male Nudes (books – commercial and personal)
- Male homosexuality
- Manner von Hinten Magazine
- Penis
- Penis Festival (Japan)
- Personals Classifieds
- Publishing catalogs
- Rad Video Publishing
- Schink/Battle Archive
- Video recordings – (commercial and private male erotica)
- Zeus Studios

**Gay Male Erotica - lateral files**
- Action Boys – S
- Adam – S
- Adam & Co – S
- Advocate Men – S
- Alcazar, Germany – S
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• All American Man – S
• All Man
• Along the Wayside
• American Collection of Erotica – S
• Attitude – S
• Avanti – S
• All American Guy – S
• Back Pocket Special – S
• Bad Boy – S
• Beaumen – Books 1 & 2
• Bel Ami Freshman – S
• Big Daddies – S
• Big David
• Big Penis, The Little Book of
• Bjorn, Kristen The Films of
• BFP Tribune – S, M
• Blue Door Collection, The
• Bolt – S
• Boys and Toys – S
• Boy Next Door – S
• Buchman, Jay – A Night in the Barracks
• Buddy – German – S
• Bullet Presents – S
• Bunkhouse – S
• Butt Bangers – S
• Videomo Guide, Jean-Daniel Cadinot, French – S
• Call Boy, London – S
• Celebrate the Self – S
• The Compound Tapes - M
• Inferno – S
• Chris – S
• Class Comics – S
• Classic Inches – S
• Close-Up – S
• Clothesdick – S
• Cock Addicts
• Cock – S
• Cole, Barret – S
• Colt Men (two files) – S
• Colt Private Collection – S
• Colt Anniversary Albums – S
• Colt Studio
• Colt Studio DVDs – M
• Colt Videoview – S
• Comin’ At Ya!
• Cosco Studios – S
• Cronos – S
• Dean Dennis, Within Reach
• Dorus
• Drawings, Erotic (various artists)
• Dream Boys
• Drive! – S
• ECCE HOMO – S
• ERA, The Magazine of the New Age – S
• Erotic Art – India
• euroboy – S
• eurocreme – S
• Exchange, The – S
• Falkon, Felix Lance – Gay Art, An Historic Collection
• Fantasies Unlimited – S
• Fig Leaf News Magazine – S
• Fizeek Art Quarterly – S
• Flavamen – S
• Frazier, Bud
• For Men – S
• Fox Studio – S
• Frat House Boys – M
• Gallers – S
• Gay Americans Sexual Freedom NOW (straight and lesbian) – S
• Gay Bizarre – S
• Gay Blade – NY, NY – S
• Gay Boy - S
• Gay Contacts – S
• Gay is Beautiful – S
• Gay Magazines, Hispanic
• Gay Porn Stars – S
• Gay Times – S
• Gay Web Monkey – S
• Gay World, The – S
• GayVN – S
• Gold Coast Gays – S
• Golden Boys – M
• Grapevine - S
• Heavy Traffic – S
• Hesitant Press, South Florida - S
• Hombre – S
• Hombre Scene – S
• Hot Male Review (HMR) – S
• Hot Stuff – S
• Hot Talk Tapes – M
• H2OT – S
• Huddle Up! - S
• Hunk – S
• Hunt - S
• Impact – S
• Impulse - S
• In Heat – S
• Instinct Publishing, Inc
• International Nudist Sun – S
• In Touch Portrait of Todd
• Uniform – S
• Jock Collectors Edition – S
• Jock Erotic Novels – S
• Jock Stars – S
• Juniors – S
• Kaøapeie – S
• Kink Konfidential
• Kinks Magazine – S
• Laddie – S
• Laguna Pacific- S
• L’Affaire – S
• Latin Men
• Latin Fan Club – S
• Legends
• Le Salon
• Lights, Camera, Action
• Macho – S
• Magazine -S
• Magazines – Brochures
• Magnifique!
• Male Cherries – S
• Male Nude
• Male Nudes – M
• Male Review
• Alee Video Review – S
• Mandate Presents – S
• Manhood Rituals – S
• Man’s Image – S
• Man Zone – S
• Masculine Magazine – S
• Meat Market
• Meat Rack – S
• Men of Arena - S
• Moreno, Andrew
• Movie Stars
• Mr. Male Review – S
• Muscle Studs
• Nova – S
• Nova Publications – S
• Nova Presents – S
• Novarro
• Officer Dick
• Olympus
• Our World – S
• Outcome – S
• Package – S
• Paean Publications
• Pantheon – S
• Paragon - S
• Parker, Al
• Penis
• Phallus
• Pirates – S
• Playgirl (international and special edition)
• Porn Up!
• Portfolio – Photographer’s Choice
• Private Man
• Pump it Up – S
• QQ Publishing
• RAM
• Reynolds, Mark
• Rutherford, Roger
• Rough Trade – S
• Salza
• Score – S
• SeaBag Productions – S
• Sex Fights
• Sir Nude
• Skin
• Spartan for Men – S
• Specialty Publications
• Spree – S
• Street!
• Stud – S
• Studs – S
• Studio Domingo
• Sun Rebels – S
• Sun Trek – S
• Super MR – S
• Swan – S
• T.A.I.L. – S
• Times Square Stud
• Tomcat – S
• Torso Beef – S
• Trade - S
• Uniform
• Visions of Men
• Voltage
• When Johnny Comes Marching Home
• Wilde – S
• Winchester of New York
• Working Numbers
• Young Men at Play – S
• Zipper – S

See also:

| African-American Catalogs | Artists Comics | Asian cruising | Bears Fetish |
Gay Rights/Homophobia - archival files
Fred Fejes Archive
Gay Academic Union – S
Gay rights demonstrations
Gay agenda
Gay rights legislation
Gay rights
Harassment and Discrimination
Hate Crimes
Homophobia
Homophobia – various studies
Richard A Inman Archive
Karen Kirchler Archive
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
Richard A. Rogers/Bill Mullins Archive
Mark Silber Archive
Joel Starky Archive
Sodomy laws and legislation
Southeastern Conference for Lesbians and Gay Men
Violence against gay and lesbians
Mel White Archive

Gay Rights/Homophobia - lateral files
• Alfred, Randy
• Americans for Equality
• Amnesty International - S
• Amnesty Action – S
• American Family Association, Project to stop TV’s promotion of homosexuality
• Anarchist of Love – The Secret Life of John Henry Mackay
• (ANGLE) associates Network for Gay and Lesbian Equality (BellSouth Employees)
• Anita Bryant
• Apuzzo, Virginia
• Aqui Llego – S
• Bay Area Gay Liberation Newsletter – S
• Berry, Salisse
• Blazing Star – S
• Breakthrough – S
• Bridges Initiative, California
• Broward County Coalition for the Human Rights of Gays – S
• Broward Gay Rights Project
• Broward United Against Discrimination – S
• Butte, William
• Camerado – S
• Campaign for Homosexual Equality, London – S
• Campaign for Military Service
• Campaign to End Discrimination
• Campaign to End Homophobia, The
• Capital City Gay Report, Capital District Gay Community Center, Albany, NY – S
• Censorship
• Center for Homicide Research
• Ciao & Co
• Committee for Gay Rights
• The Coalition for Political Responsibility
• Come Out Fighting, The Newspaper of the Lavender & Red Union – S
• Communigay, Gay Coalition, University of South Florida – S
• Commission on Social Justice, Homosexuality and Social Justice
• Committee for Homosexual Freedom, San Francisco – S
• Committee to Protect Journalists
• Cook, Timothy, Splitting Images
• Cornell Gay Liberation Front – S
• Creating Communities: Giving and Volunteering
• Dade Action PAC
• Dade Community Foundation
• Dialog, Newsletter of the Dallas Gay Political Caucus – S
• Dispatch, Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation – S
• Do’s and Don’ts of Dealing with the Religious Right
• Double F: a magazine of effeminism – S
• Eastern Regional Conference of Homophile Organizations (ERCHO) Collection
• Eden News – S
• Equality Forum
• Faggots and the Revolution
• Fairness Campaign – S
• Fall of the Closet Door, The – S
• FAN News (Federal Advocacy Network)
• Fejes, Fred
• Fight Out Loud
• Florida Citrus Boycott Committee
• Florida Coalition of Gay Organizations
• Florida Collection of Lesbian Herstory – S
• Florida Commission on Human Relations
• Florida Fact Sheet – NOW – S
• Florida Gay Conference, 1978
• Florida Gay Rights
• Florida, Palm Beaches
• Florida Right to Privacy Coalition, Inc.
• Florida – Sarasota
• Florida Task Force
• Florida Task Force Report – S
• Florida Against Bigotry
• Floridians United Against Discrimination – Broward County
• Floridians United Against Discrimination – Palm Beach County
• Founders, FL – S
• FREE: Gay Liberation of Minnesota – S
• Freedom of Choice, Savannah, GA
• Freedom of Expression, National Campaign for – S
• Free Speech TV
• Frontline – S
• Fund for Human Dignity, Inc.
• Gainesville Gay Liberation Front
• GALAA (Gay and Lesbian Alliance of Alabama) Family Values – S
• Gay Activists
• Gay Activists Alliance of Miami
• Gay Activists – Florida
• Gay Alliance of the Genesee Valley
• Gay Alternative, Pennsylvania, PA – S
• Gay American Heroes
• Gay and Lesbian Community Foundation Conference, 1998, Miami/Dade, FL
• Gay and Lesbian Criminal Justice Professionals Conference, Key West
• Gay and Lesbian Foundation of South Florida (GLFSF)
• Gay Community Service Center (The Mirror Image), Gainesville, FL
• Gay Liberation Front, Tallahassee, FL
• Gay Liberation Publications
• Gay Liberation Front – Hiram Ruiz
• Gay People and Mental Health – S
• Gay People’s Union (GPU) – various
• Gay People’s Union (GPU) – Indiana – S
• Gay Resource Identification and Preservation Project, Miami Dade. FL
• Gay Rights Conferences
• Gay Rights National Lobby (Capitol Hill) – S
• Gay Rights New York - M
• Gay Rights U.S.
• Gay Rights Resolutions
• Gay Rights - S
• Gay Nazi Persecutions
• Grassroots Gazette, The – S
• Griffin, The – S
• GUARDian, The – Fort Lauderdale, FL – S
• Guardian, Human Rights Council of North Central Florida – S
• Homophile Action League (HAL) Newsletter – S
• Hampton Roads Gay & Lesbian Alliance – The Announcer – S
• Hampton Roads Lesbian & Gay Pride Coalition – S
• Homophile Action League, Philadelphia, PA – S
• Homosexual Citizen, The – S
• Homosexual Information Center, Hollywood, CA – S
• Homosexual Intransigent
• Hostile Climate, Report on Anti-Gay Activity
• Human Rights Campaign Foundation
• Human Rights Council of Central Florida (Guardian) – S
• Human Rights Taskforce
• Human Rights Watch – S
• Humphreys, Laud
• Images, A Journal of the Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation -S
• Impact, Lambda Legal – A
• In the Spirit of Stonewall
• Institute for Gay and Lesbian Strategic Studies
• International David Society
• International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission – S
• ISMR Chronicle – S
• It’s Time, Newsletter of the National Gay Task Force – S
• June 28 Union
• Kentucky – Misc. publications
• Kurtz, Steven P.
• Lavender Left – S
• Leaving Our Children Behind (Welfare Reform and the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Community)
• Lesbian & Gay Network Mobilization for Survival (New York, NY)
• Libertarians for Gay and Lesbian Concerns (LGLC) Newsletter – S
• LGBT Organizations – Florida
• M. Gentle Men for Gender Justice – S
• Maine - Gay Rights
• March on News, The (Newsletter of the March Committee for Lesbian & Gay Rights/Los Angeles) – S
• Massacres, Riots
• Mattachine Society: Boston Area Council – S
• Mattachine Society: District of Columbia
• Mattachine Society: Harry Hay
• Mattachine Society: New York
• Mattachine Society: San Francisco
• Mattachine Society of Florida (Miami)
• Mattachine Times (NY) – S
• Media Matters (GLADD) – S
• Media Notes – S
• Men’s Awareness Network – S
• Miami/Dade Gay Rights
• Miami/Dade Human Rights Ordinance – M
• Miami Sunshine – S
• MOHR (Michigan Organization for Human Rights) – S
• Momentum – A News Publication of the Human Rights Campaign Fund – S
• Monteagudo, Jesse
• Monuments – Gay & Lesbian
• Morning Due – S
• Mother’s Alliance of Miami
• Motive – S
• National Coalition of Gay Activists (NCGA)
• National Conference on Gay & Lesbian Issues
• National Equality March, 2009
• National Gay and Lesbian Task Force
• Newsletter by Subject
• New York Gay and Lesbian Anti-Violence Project – STOP the Violence - S
• NGLIF National Lobby Day Report (National Gay and Lesbian Task Force)
• NGTF Action Report (National Gay Task Force) – S
• Northwest Faggotry Newsletter – S
• Nova Nebalae – S
• Oral Majority (Miami Beach, FL)
• Orange County Coalition for Human Rights
• Palm Beach County
• Palm Beach County Coalition
• Palm Beach County Gay Rights
• Pan International
• Philadelphia Misc. Publications
• Pluribus (ACLU) – S
• Pride of Work, AFL-CIO
• Profile of Bostin’s Gay & Lesbian Community
• Progressive Gay Caucus
• Project Redirection, Detroit, MI – S
• Protect America’s Children
• Queer Nation - New York, NY
• Radical America – S
• Rankin, Susan
• Rap House Association
• Save Bulletin, Miami, FL – S
• Save Dade – Miami, FL
• Save Dade News, Miami, FL – S
• Shack, Ruth
• Shepard, Judy
• Shively, Charley
• Society for Individual Rights, San Francisco
• Sons and Daughters of America, Fort Lauderdale, FL
• Speak Out Florida
• Task Force Report, Newsletter of the National Gay Task Force – S
• Tampa- Gay Rights
• TOHR (Tulsa Oklahomans for Human Rights ) – S
• United Citizens for Human Rights
• USAID – M
• U.S. Gay Rights (2015-
• U.S. Gay Rights – State Laws
• University of South Florida Gay Coalition
• Virginia Homophile Society
• Virginians for Justice – The Voice – S
• Vocations for Social Change
• We The Change
• Whimsey, The
• White House Office of Public Liaison
• Williams, Elliot D.
• United Citizens for Human Rights

See also:

City/states
Discrimination
Florida
Homosexuality
Gender – archival files
  Gender Identity – Asexuality/cross dressing
  Gender Identity – Transgenderism
  Gender Identity – Transsexualism
  *Flawless! The Tiffany Davis Story*
  On Patrol

Gender - lateral files
  • Gender Identity
  • Gender Identity, Laws and Legislation
  • International Foundation for Gender Education
  • Intersex Society of North America - M
  • Journal of Gender Studies, The (New York, NY) - S
  • Sexual Identity
  • Sexual Orientation and Gender

See also:
  Drag
  Homosexuality
  Transgender
Health (non-AIDS) – archival files
  Drug Abuse
  Health Sexually Transmitted Diseases
  Health Crisis Network
  Health and rehabilitative Services
  Safer Sex
  National Tobacco Control Network
  Paul Rosenfels (9th Street Center/Psychology)
  Transperience Center (sex counseling)

Health (non-AIDS)
  • International Advisory Council for Homosexual Men and Women in Alcoholic Anonymous
  • Alternatives Counselling Center
  • American Association of Sex Educators, Counselors and Therapists
  • Coalition Advocating Medical Marijuana, Marijuana, Medical Effects and Legal Consequences – S
  • Coalition of Gay Organizations, NY State
  • Doctors, Homosexual
  • Fenway Community Health Center
  • Florida Roundup
  • Gamma Dynamics, Inc.
  • Gay Health Reports – S
  • Gay Public Health Workers
  • Gays with Disabilities
  • Gay and Lesbian Medical Association Report – S
  • Hazelden Foundation
  • Health & Tobacco Addiction
  • Homosexual Counseling Journal – S
  • Hospitals - Staff
  • Identity House
  • Innovative Program of Venereal Disease
  • Institute for Human Identity, The
  • Island City Health and Fitness
  • Lambda South, 12-Step Recovery, Fort Lauderdale, FL
  • Lesbians, Gay Men, and Bisexuals (Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drugs Resource Guide)
  • LGBTQ Health Equality Summit
  • NACAP Newsletter (National Association of Gay Alcoholic Professionals) - S
  • National Center for LGBT Health
  • National Council on Alcoholism
  • National Institute of Mental Health Task Force on Homosexuality
  • Ortho Biotech, Inc.
• Pandemic
• Pride Institute Newsletter (Our Voice) - S
• Professional Psychotherapeutic Services
• St Petersburg Free Clinic, Inc.
• San Francisco City Clinic
• Southeast Gay Men’s Health Summit
• Syphilis Coalition

See also:
AIDS
History/Milestones – archival files
   Magazines mass media
   Newspapers – US
   Bibliography
   Gay Histories
   Gay history videos
   Holocaust
   Brian McNaught/Ray Struble Archive
   James T. Sears Archive

History/Milestones/History Month – lateral files
   • Committee on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender History – S
   • GLBT Historical Society of Northern California
   • GLBT History Month
   • History Project, The
   • It’s About Time, International Museum of GLBT History
   • Lesbian and Gay Historical Society of San Diego Newsletter – S
   • Lesbian and Gay History Group of Toronto
   • Lesbian/Gay History Researchers Network Newsletter – S
   • LGBTQ History Month
   • Louis Wolfson II Media History, The
   • Affectionate Men - missing
   • Metro Gay News Cumulative Index (Detroit, MI)
   • New Visions of America’s Lesbian and Gay Past – Radical History Review
   • Prejudice & Pride
   • San Francisco Bay Area Gay & Lesbian Historical Society
   • Sexuality in History
   • Stonewall 25 – M
   • StoryCorps
   • U.S. National Park Service (Stonewall)
   • U.S. Holocaust Museum

See also:
   Pre-Stonewall
Homosexuality – archival files
  Homosexuality – Psychological Aspects
  Homosexuality – Brazil
  Homosexuality – Sexuality
  Jim Naugle Archive

Homosexuality – lateral files
  • Burr, Chandler - Homosexuality And Biology
  • Couples – 1970 – 2000+
  • Couples, Inc.
  • Demographics
  • Displacing Homophobia
  • Essays on Homosexuality – S
  • Ex-Gay Movement
  • Florida International University Institute on Sexism/Sexuality
  • Focus Magazine – S
  • Focus for the Gay Community of South Florida – S
  • Gay Identity
  • Gay in America
  • Gay Prints and Rat Studies
  • Gay Sex, Male Sexual Behavior
  • Gabilondo, Jose
  • Homosexuality: Sacrilege, Vision, Politics
  • Homosexuals and Homosexuality
  • Homosexuals
  • Male Homosexuality in Central and South America
  • Marketing
  • Mentor – S
  • Metropolitan Men, New York, NY
  • NARTH (National Association for Research & Therapy of Homosexuality)
  • Norman Human Rights Commission, Community Attitudes
  • On the Cause of Homosexuality
  • Opposing Viewpoints – S
  • Outline of Human Ethology, The
  • Parker, William (Homosexual Bibliography)
  • Parks Coalition Report: The Public Sex Environment in the Columbus Park System
  • Pomegranate Press - Homosexuality
  • Public Affairs Pamphlets, Changing views of homosexuality
  • Queer Spaces
  • Rowe, Ed - Homosexual Politics
  • Sexual Preference Study
  • Tulsa, OK. Community Relations Commission on Sexual Preference Study
  • U.S. Census Wolfe, Charlend
  • Wolman, Darken Dale
- Young, Morris

**Immigration – lateral files**
- Immigration
- Lesbian and Gay Immigration Rights Task Force (LGIRTF)

See also:
- Legal
Individuals (not classified) – archival files
- Thomas Furman Hewitt
- Leonard Hill
- Jim Pron
- Paul Nestler
- David Reidman
- Vanessa Sheridan

Individuals (not classified) – lateral files
- Baldwin, Gregory
- Benett, Cory
- Bob and Jack’s 52 year adventure, Robert Claunch – M
- Boyle, Rob, How to Properly Use a Condom
- Elmers, Robert
- Grays, John M.
- Hailey, Trevor
- Hebbe, Robert C.
- Hester, George
- Jarrett, David L.
- Klarfeld/Lawliss
- Kowalsky, David
- Maquire, Ann
- Martin, Damien
- Rosendall, Richard
International - serials

about (Canada)
   LGBT lifestyle, news, and culture magazine

Arcadie (France)
   Publication of the Association Arcadie, the first French homophile group
   Archive *

Attitude (United Kingdom) (1994-2007)
   Gay lifestyle magazine

Babilonia Italia (Italy) (2007-2008)
   Gay lifestyle magazine

Bent (United Kingdom) (1986-2004)
   Gay magazine covering entertainment and nightlife

Bergensnytt (Norway)
   Publication of Det Norske Forbundet av 1948, a gay liberation organization
   Archive (Gale, 1975-1980)

(not only) Blue (Australia) (#00 to present)
   Gay magazine featuring cultural news and erotica

(not only) Blue Special Issues (Australia)

The Body Politic (Canada)
   Toronto-based gay liberation newspaper, focusing on politics, history, and culture
   Archive (1971-1987)

Boyz (United Kingdom) (2016)
   Gay magazine covering entertainment and nightlife

Campaign (Australia) (1977)
   Gay newspaper of culture, politics, and listings

Capital Q (Australia) (1997 to present)
   A Sydney-based gay and lesbian newspaper

Come Together (United Kingdom) (1971)
   Newspaper of Britain’s Gay Liberation Front
Die Kappe (Germany) (1984-1989)
Publication of a motorcycle club in Dusseldorf

DNA (Australia) (2004-2013)
Gay lifestyle magazine

Esteem (South Africa) (1992-1995)
Gay newspaper-turned-magazine

Euros (Germany) (1991-1997)
Magazine of gay erotica and photography

Gay News (United Kingdom) (1974-1979)
Gay liberation newspaper
Archive (1972-1972)

Gay Tide (Canada) (1973-1980)
Publication of the Gay Alliance Toward Equality (GATE), a Vancouver-based liberation group

Gay Times (United Kingdom) (1994 to present)
Gay magazine of politics, culture, and lifestyle
Archive *

Him Magazine (United Kingdom) (1990-1993)
Gay magazine of erotica, nightlife, and listings

Le Berdache (Canada) (1979-1981)
Publication of the Association pour les droits des gais au Québec (ADGQ), a gay rights organization
Archive (Gale, 1979-1982)

Magayzine (The Netherlands) (vols. 25-47)
Magazine of gay photography and eros

Mankind (Germany)

Manner (Germany)

Mate (Amsterdam)

MMebsuel (France)
New Zealand Gay News (New Zealand) (1975-1977)
National gay newspaper (renamed Out! in 1977)

NZ (Argentina)

OI! (United Kingdom)

National news publication focusing on politics, culture, and entertainment
Archive (Gale, 1977-2004)

Out Dublin (Ireland)

Outlooks (Canada)

Out Magazine (Africa)

Out There (United Kingdom)

Pan International (Denmark)

Panther – Info (Germany)

Playgay (Germany)

Positive Nation (United Kingdom)

Prowl (United Kingdom) (1990-1998)
Magazine of gay erotica

Magazine of gay erotica

Revolt (Sweden) (1973-1981)
Magazine of gay erotica
Archive (Gale, 1975-1986)
More

Sabazio (Italy)

Sodoma (Italy)

Uncommon (Japan)
Via G (Brazil)

XTRA (Canada) (1985-2007)
LGBTQ2 news and culture newspaper

International – archival files
Australian magazines
Bar guides – foreign
Cologne Pride Parade

International – lateral files
- FLASH, The International Guide to Gay Living – S
- Gay Pride International
- Gay Rights International
- Gay Rights, Russia
- Gay - World Wide
  - Gay Liberation Press – S
  - Gold Collection (Male Erotica) - S
  - Man’s Way – S
  - Mister International (Erotic) – S
- Argentina
  - LaHiena -S
- Australia
  - Campaign – S
  - G’Day Guide, The
  - Queensland, Australia – Queensland Pride – S
  - Sydney, Australia –
  - Sydney Star Observer – S
- Brazil
  - Homens
  - Junior
- Caribbean
  - Attitude (Haiti) – S
  - Caribbean Heat (Puerto Rico) - S
- Canada
  - 2B Magazine – S
  - After Stonewall, Critical Journal of Lesbian and Gay Liberation in Prairie Canada – S
  - Canada’s National Service Provider’s Summit
  - Canadian Male – S
- Celebrasian - S
- Epicene, Canada’s Gay News Magazine
- Fugues, Canada – S
- Gays for Equality
- Icon - S
- Niagara Region – Gay Niagara News – S
  - Alberta
    - Calgary - Gay Calgary – S
  - Manitoba
    - Winnipeg
      - Out & About – S
      - Operation Socrates Handbook
      - OutWords
      - Rainbow Resource Center
  - Nova Scotia
    - Halifax - Have you Heard – S
    - Boonies, A Voice for Rural Gays
  - Ontario
    - Toronto, Canada – S
      - Directions for Gay Men
      - Fab
      - Gay International – S
      - Gay Resistance – S
      - Grapevine, Newsletter of the Lesbian Mother’s Defense Fund – S
      - In Toronto – S
      - Other Side of Silence, The
      - Toronto Life
    - Ottawa - Gays of Ottawa - S
  - Quebec All - Gay infos – S
  - Quebec, Montreal
    - RG – S
    - Sortie – S
    - Le Gai Quebec -S
  - Saskatchewan – Gay Saskatchewan - S

- Costa Rica
  - Gente10 -S

- England – G Scene Magazine
  - London
    - All Points North (APM) – S
    - Axiom - S
- AXM – S
- BOYZ – S
- Capital Q Weekly – S
- CIA (Cartoons Included Also) - S
- Diva – S
- Playguy – S
- Proud
- Q International
- Shocking Pink -S
- Spunky – S

- France
  - Archives gaies, Ches les libraries associes
  - Grand’Peur Et Misere des Homosexuels Francais, Jerome Bernay
  - Gaipied, Paris – S
  - Garcons! -S
  - Magazine (France)
  - Perfor Mance. – S

- Germany
  - Berlin - Institut fur Sexualwissenschlt – M
  - Bergenswytt – S
  - Der Weg – S
  - Don & Adonis Magazine - S
  - Duich – S
  - Homho!
  - L. Mag - S
  - Schwule Geschichte

- Germany – Nurmberg - Rundbrief – S

- Hungary – Misc. publications

- Israel – The LGBTQ Center

- Italy
  - Gender Bender – S
  - Lamda - S
  - Rome Gay News – S

- Mexico
  - Liberacion Homosexual

- Netherlands – Coc Sek
  - Amsterdam
    - hoomodok-lesbisch archief Amsterdam – M
    - Homologie – S
    - Stichting Vrije Relatierechten
  - Amsterdam International Gay Information Gayzette – S
  - Et Ators – S
  - Gay & Night -S
- Gus - S
- Men International - S

- New Zealand – National Gay Rights Coalition
- New Zealand, Auckland - The Gay Liberator - S
- Poland
  - Campaign against Homophobia - Situation of Bisexual and Homosexual Persons in Poland
- Scotland – Inside OUT – S
- South Africa - Monthly Book News – (Adelaide) - S
- Sweden, Stockholm – Stockholm Information Service
Latino/a/x - serials

Latino gay magazine covering news, nightlife, entertainment, and health
Archive (2020)

*AIDSIDA Info* (1994-1999)
AIDS-related publication of the National Latino/a Lesbian and Gay Organization

*Aquí LLEGÓ* (1994-2002)
Newsletter of the National Latino/a Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Organization (LLEGÓ)
Archive (Gale, 1994-1997)

*Genre Latino* (2010-2015)
Bilingual weekly focused on nightlife and listings in South Florida, published by *Hot Spots*
Archive (2014 to present)

*Latino Boys* (2006-2007)
Culture and entertainment magazine “for Latinos and those who love them”

Latino/a/x – lateral files
- Comite Homosexual Bulletin – S
- Cuban Immigrants
- Gay Rights, Latin America
- Hispanics – Homosexuality
- Latino Men Who Have Sex With Men
- Latino Lalud
- (LLEGO) National Latina/o Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Organization
- Nosotros – S
- OMPO – S
- Oye Loca, Cuban American Gay Male Culture
- Perra! La Revista – S
- Salud, LGBT

See also:
- Cities (Miami)
- Gay male erotica
Leaders (lesbian and gay) – archival files
   Barbara Gittings
   Elaine Noble
   Frank Kameny
   Jack Nichols
   Larry Townsend

Leaders (lesbian and gay) – lateral files
   • Milk, Harvey - M
   • Smith, Nadine
   • Vaid, Urvashi
   • Windsor, Edith
   • Obergefell, James
   • Hormel, James C.
   • Stryker, Susan

See also:
   Literary
   Media/reporters
   Politics/politicians
   Performers
   Pre-Stonewall
   Sports
Legal - serials

_Impact_ (2013-2018)
News letter of Lambda Legal
[Archive](#) (2007 to present)

HIV/AIDS publication of Lambda Legal

_Lesbian Gay Legal Notes_ (2007)
Publication of the Lesbian and Gay Law Association of Greater New York
[Archive](#) (1994-2006)

_Lambda Legal Update_ (1992-2006)
News publication of Lambda Legal

_Revista Impacto_ (2011-2012)
Spanish-language newsletter of Lambda Legal
[Archive](#) (2008-2012)

Legal - archival
Lambda Legal
GLAAD
International Conference on Transgender Law and Employment Policy
Robert W. Lee Archive

Legal/Law Enforcement – lateral files
- ACLU – Lesbian and Gay Rights Chapter News – S
- ACLU – Briefing Paper – S
- ACLU Florida
- ACLU Broward Chapter – S
- American Civil Liberties Magazine and more – S
- American Civil Liberties Union Foundation Workplans
- American Civil Liberties Union of Florida, annual reports
- American Civil Liberties Union of Georgia
- Broward County Domestic Partnership
- Clash, Kevin
- Farrell, Susan
- Florida Law Review – S
- Florida – Laws and Legislation
- Florida LGBTQ Legal Aid Summit
- Florida Supreme Court
- Gacy, John Wayne
• Gay and Lesbian Lawyers Association of South Florida (GALLA) – S
• Gay and Lesbian Lawyers Association News (GALLA), Miami, FL - S
• Gay and Lesbian & Defenders– S
• Gay Rights Task Force and Women's Newsletter - S
• Hanson, Dan – Minnesota Gay and Lesbian Legal Assistance, History of
• International Association of LGBTQ+ Judges
• Lambda Legal Defense & Education Fund
• Lawyers, Florida
• Law Enforcement
• National Lesbian & Gay Law Association (NLGLA Newsletter) – s
• Norfolk Human Rights Ordinance, 1978
• NOVA Law Review
• NOQ Legal Defense and Educational Fund
• Ohio State Law Journal
• Police
• Ponzi Schemes
• Pre-Paid Legal Plan
• Privacy, Right to
• Pornography – Laws and Legislation
• Rivera, Rhonda
• Sexual Law Reporter – S
• Sexual Orientation and the Law
• Sodomy – Laws and Legislation, 1986
• Southern Poverty Law Center
• SPLC Report, Southern Poverty Law Center– S
• Spotlight, ACLU National Members Bulletin – S
• Stand, ACLU – S
• Toolkit for the Law Enforcement Bodies
• Truth Wins Out Two
• Tulane Journal of Law
• U.S. Supreme Court Justices
• University of Miami Law Review
• Viatical Settlements
• Williams Institute

See also:
Discrimination
Florida
Immigration
Literary - serials

*Christopher Street* (1976-1995)
Gay male literary magazine with fiction, non-fiction, poetry, news, and photography

*Conditions* (1977-1990)
Feminist literary magazine emphasizing lesbian writing
Archive (1977-1990)

*Elysian Fields Catalog* (1970s)
Catalog of Elysian Fields, a gay mail-order bookseller specializing in gay and lesbian literature based in Queens, NY

Quarterly review of homosexuality, the arts, and ideas

Periodical devoted to new gay fiction, drama, essays, and criticism
Archive (2000-2008) *

Periodical devoted to new lesbian fiction, drama, essays, and criticism
Archive (2000-2008) *

Magazine of LGBT culture, politics, and history
Archive (2016 to present) *

Gay literary quarterly with fiction, poetry, art, and reviews

Publication of the Lambda Literary Foundation, an organization promoting LGBTQ literature

Publication of Lambda Rising, an LGBT bookstore in Washington, D.C.
Archive (Gale, 1991-1996)

Contemporary feminist and lesbian literature

Gay poetry journal

*Sinister Wisdom* (Berkeley, CA) (1976-2010)
Lesbian journal of literature, art, and ideas
Archive (1976-2009)

**Literary – archival files**
- Donna Barr Archive
- Jeffry Beam Archive
- Mark Canterbury Archive
- E. Robert Dunn Archive
- Stephen Wayne Foster Archive
- Bill Konigsberg Archive
- Owen Levy Collection – S
- Jack Ricardo Archive
- KG MacGregor Archive
- Poetry
- Thomas Burnett Swann Archive
- John M. Wilson Archive

**Literary (including authors) – lateral files**
- Andros, Phil
- Kirstein, Lincoln
- Leddick, David
- Forster, E.M
- ABC’s of Reading – S
- Amethyst, A Journal for Lesbians and Gay Men – S
- Authors (writers, poets, playwrights, novelists)
- Baldwin, James
- Bannon, Ann
- Barron, Tony - Miss Monkey Brings you the Best
- Bartolucci, Valerio – Se anocora c’è domani
- Belles Lettres – A review of Books by Women – S
- Blanco, Richard
- Bloom - Queer Fiction, Art, Poetry & More – S
- Books Bohemian – S
- Broward County Library
- Broward Count Library Association (BCLA News) – S
- Brown, Rita Mae
- Cabirion and Gay Books Bulletin – S
- Chiron Review – S
- Cleis Press
- Consortium Books, Gay & Lesbian from Independent Publishers
• Connection, Art, Politics, Theory, Practice
• Current, Anna, Love Above the Reach of Time
• Deviants’ Dictionary, The
• Dictionaries, various
• Different Light Review, A – S
• Elysium Books – S
• Emrys, Barbara – Wild Women Don’t Get the Blues
• Evergreen Chronicles, The – S
• Faggots and Faggotry – S
• FAQNP: A Queer Nerd Publication – S
• Firebrand Books
• Gay and Lesbian Literary Arts (GALLA) – M
• Gay Book News, Scarborough, Ont, Canada
• Gay Books Bulletin (GBB) – S
• Gay Literature – S
• Gay Presses of New York – S
• Gay Review – S
• Gay Sunshine Journal
• Gay Task Force, American Library Association
• Giovanni’s Room – S
• Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Round Table’s Annual Book Awards, Atlanta, GA
• Gildzen, Alex
• Grayson, Richard
• Guide to Gay and Lesbian Resources, University of Chicago Library Information
• Haldeman, Julius Co.
• Harrington Park Press
• Haworth Press, The
• Hewitt, Andre
• Hecate, A Woman’s Interdisciplinary Journal, Australia – S
• Historians de Amor
• Holleran, Andrew
• Homoture – S
• Hunt, Stephen – M
• Icarus – S
• International Guild Guide
• Intrepid, William Burroughs Issue – S
• Iris, A Gay Men’s Literary Review – S
• Kaiser, Charles – M
• Key West Literary Seminar
• Labyrinth – S
• Lambda Literary Awards
• Lambda Literary Foundation
• Lambda Passages, Miami, FL
• Lavender Lexicon, San Francisco, CA
• Lavender Salon Reader, Menasha, WI – S
• Library Personal News (Chicago, IL) – S
• Little Caesar 10 (New York, NY)
• MacKay, John Henry
• Masque – S
• Modern Words
• Monette, Paul – Politics of Silence, The
• Moving Out – S
• National Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Writer’s Conference – M
• New Victoria News – S
• New York Times Gay News
• No Apologies
• Odd Girl Press
• Off the Rocks
• Oscar Wilde Memorial Bookstore – S
• Outrider Review, The – S
• OUT, The Gay Perspective
• Paragraph 1 – S
• Paths Untrodden – S
• People’s Bookseller
• Plume
• Pornography
• Porn Stars
• Porter, Darwin
• Pre-Op Post – P
• Proust, Marcel
• Publishing Triangle, The
• Publishing Triangle News, The
• Pursuit & Symposium – S
• Queer Zine Explosion
• Rivercross Publishing, Inc.
• Rimpig – Michaels, Bobby
• Saint, Assoto
• San Francisco Review of Books
• Sears, James
• Side by Side
• Soup
• Studies in Gay Literature
• This is a True Story
• Tretter Letters
• Tribe (An American Gay Journal) – S
• Vanguard Magazine – S
• Vice Versa Awards
• Visionary – GA – S
• Voices
• Weekly Guide
• White, Edmond
• Whitman, Walt
• Winston Book Club Newsletter
• Zines

See Also:
  Feminism
  Florida
Marriage/civil unions/divorce/domestic violence – archival files
  Freedom to Marry
  Same Sex Marriage – National
  Same Sex Marriage – Florida

Marriage/Civil Unions/Divorce/Domestic Violence – lateral files
  • District of Columbia, Religious Freedom and Civil Marriage – M
  • Florida Red & Blue
  • Gay Divorce
  • Gay Marriage, Supreme Court
  • Gay Men's Domestic Violence Project
  • I Can’t Marry You – M
  • Marriage Equality – 2015
  • Marriage Equality – Florida
  • Marriage Equality – Legal Aspects
  • National Sexual Violence Resource Center
  • Poly of South Florida
  • Same-Sex Law and Legislation
  • Same-Sex Marriage
  • Same-Sex Marriage – Supreme Court
  • Same-Sex Marriage – Australia
  • Same-Sex Marriage – Canada
  • Same-Sex Marriage – Ireland
  • Same-Sex Marriage – Maryland
  • Same Sex Marriage – New York
  • Same-Sex Marriage – Washington State
  • Spectrum Institute
  • Wedding Essentials
  • Weddings, Marriage Ceremony

See also:
  Florida
  Legal
**Media/reporters – archival files**
- Gay Themed Ads from the 20th Century
- Journalism/Advice columns

**Media/Reporters – lateral files**
- Bruni, Frank
- Lemon, Don
- Alternatives, National Lesbian and Gay Rights Journalists—S
- Lesbians and Gays in the Newsroom 10 Years Later
- Lesbians in Mass Media
- Maddow, Rachel
- Gay Grapevine Radio Show, The
- Media Reporter, The - S
- Media Technology

**See also:**
- Leaders
Military/Veterans

*The Forward Observer* (1994-2010)
Newsletter of the Gay, Lesbian, & Bisexual Veterans of America (now the American Veterans for Equal Rights)

*The Forward March* (1994-2008)
Publication of the Florida Gold Coast Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Veterans

Military/veterans – archival files
- American Association of Veterans
- American Veterans for Equal Rights
- Karl Clark Archive
- Gays in the Military (DADT)
- Robert Hoy Archive
- Mark LaFontaine Archive
- Sexual Orientation Military Policy

Military/veterans – lateral files
- American Federation of Veterans, An Alliance for Equality of Rights – S
- Armed Forces
- Armed Forces Informer – S
- Berg, Vernon
- Cianni, Vincent - Gays in the Military
- Dougherty, Thomas Joseph
- Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America – S
- Gays in the Military
- Hoy, Robert F
- Lehmkuhl, Reichen
- Manning, Chelsea
- Meinhold, Keith – M
- On Alert, Publication of Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Veterans of Greater New York - S
- QLF (The Queer Truth)
- Rank Outsiders
- Servicemembers Legal Defense Network
- Stonewall Veterans Association (SVA)
- U.S. Department of Defense
- Veterans
- Veterans C.A.R.E.
• Vietnam Veterans Against the War
• Veterans for Human Rights

See also:
  Florida
Multi-Racial and People of Color - serials

*Black and White Men Together/Atlanta* (1986)
Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

Newsletter of the international branch of this organization

*Black and White Men Together/Long Beach* (1986)
Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

*Black and White Men Together/Memphis* (1986)
Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

*Black and White Men Together/Philadelphia* (1986)
Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

Newsletter of the local branch of this organization

Magazine for gay people of color

*Issues!* (2001)
Magazine for lesbians of color

Newsletter of this gay multi-racial organization

Flavalife – lateral – S

**See Also:**
- African American/Black
- Asians
- Latina/o/x
Music – archival files

- Gay choruses’ recordings
- Gay Choruses and Bands
- Gay and Lesbian Association of Choruses
- Cassettes – Disco
- Cassettes/record albums – (general, cast albums, vocals, lesbian, etc.)
- Classical music and opera recordings
- Seattle Men’s Chorus
- Seattle Women’s Chorus
- Signed guitar from GLSEN fundraiser
- South Florida Gay Men’s Chorus
- South Florida Pride Wind Ensemble

Music – lateral files

- AWMAC, Association of Women’s Music and Culture – SDiDClub Verboten – M
- Common Bond – Lesbian Band
- Cummings, Randi
- Flamingo Freedom Band
- Fort Lauderdale Gay Men’s Chorus
- GALAGRAM – S
- U.S. Library of Congress (Disco)
- NYC Gay Men’s Chorus
- Gay Men’s Chorus of Washington, D.C.
- Martin, Dan – M
- Miami Boy Choir, The
- Music Festivals - M
- Music Publishers
- My Gay Radio
- Our Voice, Fort Lauderdale Gay Men’s Chorus/South Florida Choral Arts, Inc. – S
- PC Casualties – S
- Performing Arts – Music
- Performing Arts - Television
- Queer Conscience – M
- Vinyl Tracks - S

See also:

Performers
**National - serials**

*ACLU* (1986-1991)
   Journal of the American Civil Liberties Union

*Advocate* (1967 to present)
   LGBT magazine of news, politics, arts, and entertainment
   [Archive] (1967-2015) *

*After Dark* (1968 – 1983)
   Arts and entertainment magazine that, while not specifically gay, published much gay content

*Alternate* (1977-2013)
   “Newsmagazine for Today’s Gay America,” focusing on politics and culture

*Equality* (Human Rights Campaign Fund) (1996 to present)
   Magazine of the Human Rights Campaign, the LGBT civil rights organization
   [Archive] (2009 to present)

*Four Two Nine* (2013-2016)
   Gay magazine of culture, politics, and fashion

   Magazine about gay and lesbian life, trends, and happenings on the Internet

*Genre* (1991-2008)
   Gay lifestyle and entertainment magazine

*Gentlemen’s Quarterly (GQ)* (1976-1988)
   Men’s magazine of fashion, style, fitness, and culture
   [Archive] *

*Hero* (1998-2001)
   LGBT magazine of news, culture, lifestyle, and politics

   Gay lifestyle and entertainment magazine

*Intelligence Report* (Southern Poverty Law Center) (1994 to present)
   Periodical tracking the radical right in the United States
   [Archive] (1998 to present)

   Stonewall National Museum & Archives Finding Aid – January 12, 2022 page 128
Newsletter of the National Gay SIG of American Mensa

*MetroSource* (1990 to present)
Gay and lesbian lifestyle and entertainment magazine
[Archive] (2016 to present)

Newsletter of this organization

Newsletter of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force

*Newswest* (1975-1977)
Los Angeles-based newspaper covering politics, culture, and entertainment
Archive (Gale, 1975)

*Noize/ Circuit Noize* (1996-2010)
Worldwide guide to gay circuit parties

*OMG* (2009-2011)
Lifestyle and news magazine for the gay and lesbian community
[Archive] (2009-2011)

*Out* (1992 to present)
Gay and lesbian magazine with a focus on news and culture
[Archive] *

*Outlook: National Lesbian & Gay Quarterly* (1988 to present)
Magazine of culture, politics, and art

*reFRESH* (2005-2009)
Gay art and lifestyle magazine

*XY* (1996 to present)
Magazine for younger gay men, emphasizing photography and culture
[Archive] (excerpts of issues, 1996 to 2008)

**National – archival files**
Bar guides – USA
Serial publications – National
Newsletters by state

Stonewall National Museum & Archives Finding Aid – January 12, 2022 page 129
National – Lateral files

- Alex Magazine – S
- Au Contraire – S
- Blue Notes-Flash, The National Magazine of Gay Correspondence – S
- Bookmarks
- Booked for Brunch – S
- Guide, lite – S
- David – S
- Dream – S
- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
- Escapades, Out & About - S
- Four Two Nine
- Hero – S
- Gay Post – S
- Gazette, USA – S
- Little David (The Nation’s Most Accurate Bar Guide) – S
- Mark Tours, North American Gay Hotel Guidebook
- One Calendar – S
- Out Magazine
- Patlar – S
- Rose, The – S
Naturist/nudity/physique - serials

*Athletic Model Guild* (1960’s)
Physique magazine with photographs and articles published by the Athletic Model Guild

Physique magazine with photographs and spreads

*Focus* (1973-1978)

Community magazine with stories, news, and profiles on gay nudism and travel

*Mr. Sun* (1966-1969)
Male nudist magazine with photographs and articles

Gay nudist magazine with photo spreads and articles

*Physique Pictorial* (1951-1990)
Beefcake magazine with photographs and visual art

*Tomorrow’s Man* (1951-1967)
Bodybuilding magazine with photographs and articles

*The Young Physique* (1960-1966)
Physique magazine with photographs and spreads

Naturist/nudity/physique – archive files
Roger H. Brown archive

Naturist/nudity/physique- lateral files
- Basist, Bill
- EOS - SFenton, R
- Gomez, Lorenzo
- Naturalists, Nudists
- Naturist Gay-zette – S
- Nudists, Nudism
- Man’s World Publisher
- Men International - S
- Marlowe, Kenneth – S
- Massey, John - American Adonis
- Muscle Teens
- Posters by Mail
- Samson – S
- Strength and Health – S
- Townsend, Edwin F.
- Urban Jr., Al
- XY Foto

See also:
- Artists
- Pre-Stonewall
Oral histories - archival files
   Clio Foundation – Women’s oral histories
   Stonewall Live (Nate Klarfield) – filed with serials
   Stonewall Live

Oral Histories – lateral files
   • Carney, Janice – M
Other - serials

Newsletter of the gay and lesbian activity section of the Sierra Club, an environmental organization

*RFD (Radical Faerie Digest)* (1974-2015)
Gay magazine focused on country living and alternative lifestyles

Other - archival files

Gay Lifestyle
Memorial Services/Obits
Murders
Newspaper clippings (1960-)
Socialist newspapers

Other – lateral files

- Autographs and signatures
- Gay & Lesbian STATS, A pocket guide of facts and figures
- Gay Communities
- GLBT National Help Center
- Organizations – General
- Roundup, The Gay Western and Rodeo Magazine – S - move to Sports
- Social Groups, Gay – M
- Surveys and Questionnaires
- Switchboards, Helplines and Hotlines
- Thrive, Los Angeles, CA
- Gays in Popular Culture
- Gerbil – S
- Invert(e) - S
- Magnus – Gay and Lesbian News, Opinions and Culture – S
- Metro, South Florida – S
- Brain the Storm Walls
- Man/Boy Love
- Monday Alternative Social Scene – Fort Lauderdale, FL
- Murders
- North American Man Boy Love
- Non-Profit Endowment Funds
- Non-Profit Resource Center
- Online Services – Gay
- Other – S
- Peace Corps
• People for the American Way
• People for the American Way News – S
• People’s Anti-War Mobilization
• Pines Key West, The
• Public Sex - SexPlorers, The Guide
• Restaurants, Florida
• Roundtable, The
• Short Mountain Sanctuary Goatzette – S
• Smithsonian, Special
• Steam Magazine – S
• Ten Management
• Vision: The Male Image
• Wild Oats Times – Miami, FL
Performers – archival files
Lady Bunny --- Items worn/used in Another Gay Sequel: Gays Gone Wild, including beach cover, headpiece and pink shoes

Nate Burkus – ceramic tray

Charles Busch – costume from “Die Mommie Die.”

Rita Mae Brown-- riding boots

Sam Champion—Jacket worn on The Weather Channel

Kate Clinton – eyeglasses

Quintin Crisp – signed letter

Alan Cumming—Black top hat, autographed in gold lettering, “Alan Cumming”

Ellen DeGeneres - sneakers

Harvey Fierstein—Robe worn in Torch Song Trilogy

Hat Sisters—Two hats with geisha dolls on top

Sharon Gless—Leopard jacket and boots, worn on Queer as Folk (also photo and letter)

Leslie Jordan—Versace shirt worn on television program Will & Grace

Carson Kressley—Pink sports coat worn on Queer Eye for the Straight Guy

Greg Louganis—Signed Greg Louganis Wheaties Box

Erik Marcus

Ricky Martin—Leather pants, V-neck shirt worn in concert

Gregory McGuire—Ceramic bowl

James Obergefell—Signed rainbow flag and signed copy of Obergefell v. Hodges 2015 Supreme Court decision upholding the right to same sex marriage

Rosie O’Donnell—Dolls: Friend of Barbie, Munny doll, and Rosie O’Doll

Peter Paige—Orange leather pants with Tom of Finland lining
RuPaul – costume from “Another Gay Sequel: Gays Gone Wild”

Nancy Pelosi – gavel used at the approval of the repeal of the Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell legislation by the US House of Representatives

Billy Porter—Signed bright red boot, left foot, worn in *Kinky Boots*

Muffin Spencer-Devlin – Golf shoes

Vito Russo -- movie projector, projector screen, red rotary telephone, black and off-white sweater, black jacket, hand painted tie, NYC Gay Men’s Chorus “The Movie” T-shirt with Russo as Master of Ceremony

Michael Sam—Black football cleats

Ted Scouten—hat, jacket, mask and photo identification used while covering the destruction of the World Trade Center in NYC on September 11, 2001

Patricia Nell Warren—Cowboy hat worn when Grand Marshall at IGRA

John Waters—Hand decorated Christmas ornament and Christmas cards

Dan Woog—Black and white soccer ball

Archival files
Actors, Actresses, Celebrities
Judy Garland
Rock Hudson
Liberace
Novarro, Ramon

Lateral files
• 50 Famous Stars
• Busch, Charles
• Bowie, David
• Callen, Michael
• Cockettes
• Dobkin, Alix
• Etheridge, Melissa
• Funny Gay Males
• Lynn Lavner
• Martin, Ricky
• Rogers, Neil
• Romanovskiy, Ron
• Clinton, Kate
• Cohen, Andy
• Crisp, Quentin
• DeGeneres, Ellen
• Harris, Neil Patrick
• James, Jimmy
• Kressley, Carson
• Leslie, Jordan
• Rosie O’Donnell – Life Magazine
• Rosie O’Donnell Magazine
• Paige, Peter
• Parker, Annise
• Pierce, Charles – M
• Tyler, Robin
• Tomlin, Lily
• Photograph Celebrity Photographs – Missing

See also:
  Music
  Theatre/film/TV
Political parties – archival files
- Log Cabin Republicans
- Dolphin Democrat Club
- Log Cabin Society
- Stonewall Democrats

Politics/Political Parties/Politicians – lateral files
- John Adornato III, Oakland Park
- American Political Science Association, The politics of Gay Rights in American Communities
- Atlantic Coast Democratic Club of Palm Beach County
- Baldwin, Tammy
- Broward County Log Cabin Club
- Buchanan, James
- Burns, Joel – M
- Buttigieg, Pete
- Campaign 2020 – Democratic Party
- Campbell, Jack
- Clinton, Hillary and Al Gore Administration
- Clinton, Hillary Rodham
- Charlie Crist
- Dean, Howard
- Democratic National Committee
- Democratic National Convention
- Democratic Socialists of America, Democratic Left - S
- Florida Democratic Party
- Frank, Barney
- Gay Democrat
- Gay Politicians – Florida
- Gay Politicians – Various
- Gay Residential Areas
- Gill Foundation
- Hastert, Dennis
- Kennedy, Flo
- Log Cabin Republicans – S
- Log Cabin Republicans, Miami Dade, FL
- Luckett, Roger
- National Association of Gay & Lesbian Democratic Clubs
- No More No Less – S
- Obama, Barack
- Political Campaigns, Florida Amendment 2 (2008)
- Political Campaigns – National
• Political Cartoons
• Political Groups
• Political Parties – Conservatives
• Political Parties – Florida
• Political Research Associates
• Politics – New York
• Politics – USA
• Politicians
• Presidential Campaign, 2016
• Political Campaign, National, 2018
• Psychedelic Republicans
• Rayside, David
• Right-Wing Watch – S
• Salicco, Bill
• SAVE, Safeguarding American Values for Everyone
• Stork, Jim
• Studds, Gary
• Sunshine Republicans
• Trump Administration
• US Congress Page Scandal
• Victory Gay & Lesbian Leadership Institute

See also:
   Florida
   Leaders
Pre-Stonewall - serials

*Daughters of Bilitis Newsletter* (1959-1965)
Newsletter of the Daughters of Bilitis, a San Francisco-based lesbian political group

*Drum* (1967-1968)
Gay culture and news magazine
[Archive] (1964-1969)

*The Ladder* (1956-1971)
Magazine of political and cultural analysis published by the Daughters of Bilitis
[Archive] (1960-1972)

*Mattachine Midwest* (1965-1973)
Newsletter of Mattachine Midwest, a regional chapter of the Mattachine Society based out of Chicago
Archive (Gale, 1965-1979)

Newsletter and commentary from the Mattachine Society, an early homophile organization
[Archive] (1953-1966)

*One Letter* (1968-1989)
Newsletter of ONE, Inc.

*One: The Homosexual Magazine* (1953-1972)
Magazine published by ONE, Inc., the Los-Angeles-based homophile organization
[Archive] (1954-1974)

*Tangents* (1965-1969)
Homophile cultural and political magazine published by ONE, Inc.
[Archive] (vol. 1, no. 2)

Homophile/gay magazine of news, criticism, and erotica published by the Society of Individual Rights
[Archive] (1964-1976)
Pre-Stonewall – lateral files

- Bachelor
- Broward County Grand Jury, Fall term 1966
- Carstairs, Marion Barbara "Joe" Collection
- Daughters of Bilitis Inc – S
- Daughters of Bilitis – Chicago, IL
- Daughters of Bilitis - New Jersey
- Daughters of Bilitis Newsletter – New York, NY – S
- Daughters of Bilitis (DOB) Newsletter – San Francisco, CA – S
- Daughters of Bilitis Newsletter – Pittsburg, PA
- Deering, James
- ECHO, East Coast Homophile Organization – S
- Eastern Mattachine Magazine – S
- Giles, Geoffrey
- Hay, Harry
- Homosexuality and Citizenship in Florida
- Hymnal, New York, NY – S
- In - S
- Interim, Mattachine – S
- Kaminsky, Howard
- Legal Regulation of Sexual Conduct
- Mills, Rosewell Gilbert
- New Yorker, The (1937)
- People Today – S
- Phoenix, The (Midwest Homophile Voice, 1967) - S
- Stonewall Riots, New York, NY, 1969
- Student Homophile League, New York, NY
- Study of Sexual Activity Between Males
- Video Images – M
- Vikings, The - S
- Vintage Erotic Stories
- WIN Magazine, 1969
- WSD (West Side Discussion Group) Newsletter – S

See also:

History
Leaders
Literary
Naturists
**Pride – archival files**
- Elbert X. Barnes Archive
- Patricia McGarry Archive
- Pride by city

**Pride – lateral files**
- Pride Month
- Pride USA

See also:
- Events
Pulp fiction – archival files

Pulp fiction
Prisons – lateral files

- Join Hands – S
- Joint Venture – S
- People Organized to Stop Rape of Imprisoned Persons (POTSRIP)
- Prisons and Prisoners

See also:

Legal
Psychology and Social Work - serials

*Journal of Gay & Lesbian Psychology/ Mental Health (1991-2010)*
Clinical research and scholarship on LGBT mental health
[Archive](1988 to present) *

Research on the design, evaluation, and delivery of social services for sexual minorities
[Archive](1994 to present) *

*Journal of Homosexuality (1974-2004)*
Interdisciplinary research in LGBTQ studies
[Archive](1976 to present) *

Psychology and Social Work – lateral files
- American Psychological Association, Report of the APA Task Force on Gender Identity and Gender Variance and more
- Freedman, Alfred

See also:
Gender
Realia – archival files

- Aprons
- Board games
- Gay calendars
- Gay advertising cards
- Bumper stickers
- Buttons
- Flags
- Note cards/postcards
- Dolls
- Hats/caps
- Matchbook covers
- Netsuke figures
- Posters
- Pride Flags
- Playing cards
- Realia (flags, cups, tumblers, mugs, cloth)
- Scrapbooks – general
- Signs and banners
- Sweatshirts
- Symbols – hankies
- Symbols – lesbian
- T-shirts

Realia – lateral files

- Drink Tokens
- Refrigerator magnets
- Postal Items (Stamps, Cards)
**Religion/Atheism - serials**

Newsletter of the Houston-based national organization with the same name
Archive (Gale, 1989-1995)

*Beth Chayim Chadashim* (1975-1984)
Newsletter of the first lesbian and gay synagogue of the same name in Los Angeles

*Dignity* (1973-1985)
Newsletter of Dignity, an organization for Catholic lesbians and gay men

Newsletter of the national network of gay and lesbian evangelical Christians

Publication of the Gay Atheists League of America, a San Francisco-based community group
Archive (Gale, 1978-1989)

“Homosexual hermeneutics on religion and the scripture”

*In Unity*
Publication by the Los Angeles, CA Metropolitan Community Churches

Fort Lauderdale-based holistic magazine

Journal of the Reconciling Congregation Program from the United Methodists for Lesbian/Gay Concerns

National newspaper for gay and lesbian Christians
Archive (various, 1989 and 1991)

**Religion**
Frank Arango Archive
Catholic Church
Gay Clergy
Rev. Chris Glaser Archive
Religion/Atheism Lateral Files

- Act 29, St. Luke’s MCC, Jacksonville -S
- American Friends Committee (Quakers), Friends Committee for Gay Concerns Newsletter – S and Crossroads – S
- Baptists Today – S
- Beth Simchat Torah
- Blair, Ralph
- Davidson, Bruce
- Good News, Body of Christ Church – S
- Changing Tides, The (Church of Our Savior, MCC) – S
- Channel, The (MCC of Dallas) – S
- Christ’s Way, Newsletter of Christ Metropolitan Community Church, Miami, FL (MCC) – S
- The Church of Our Savior, MCC, Boca Raton, FL – S
- Church of the Holy Spirit, Fort Lauderdale, FL
- Church of the Holy Spirit Song, Deerfield Beach, FL
- Circle of Light Good News, Miami, FL – S
- Communauté du Christ Libératrice – French – S
- Communication – S
- Concern – S
- Conference for Catholic Lesbians
- Congregation Sha’ar Zahav
- Coral Ridge Presbyterian Church – M
- Council for Democratic and Secular Humanism, Free Inquiry – S
- Dateline, Dignity - Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual & Transgender Catholics – S
- Dialogue, Brethren/Mennonite Council for Gay Concerns – S
- Digest, The Newsletter of the World Congress of Gay & Lesbian Jewish Organizations – S
- Dignity Biennial Conference
- Dignity, Brooklyn – Insight: A Quarterly of Gay Catholic Opinion
- Dignity, Fort Lauderdale, The Dignity Sun – S
- Dignity Miami – S
- Dignity, Los Angeles, CA – The Dignity Angelus – S
- Dignity, Richmond, VA – Voice, The – S
- Dignity, San Diego, CA – Dignity -S
- Dignity, Washington, DC – Dignity – S
- Dignity USA Journal – S
- Divine Light, The – Newsletter Published by Universal Ne Age Church – S
• The Emerald Wave – Metropolitan Community Church of the Palm Beaches – S
• Episcopal Church
• etcetera, News and Notes from the Sunshine Cathedral, Fort Lauderdale, FL – S
• Etz Chaim, Congregation, L’Chaim – S
• Evangelical Outreach Ministries, Bridges – S
• Evangelite, MCC, Universal Fellowship – S
• Freedom Christian Tabernacle
• Gay and Lesbian Atheist (GALA) Realist, - San Francisco – S
• Gay Atheist News, New York, Gay and Lesbian League of America
• Gay Atheist League of America (GALA) Interim, Atlanta, GA – S
• Gay, Rediscovering History
• Gay Community News & Calendar, MCC, Jacksonville, FL
• Gay Men’s Issues in Religious Studies – The Journal of Men’s Studies
• Gay Religious Tracts
• Gay Spirit Visions (Visionary) – S
• Gay Websites
• Generous Living – S
• Global Outreach, Newsletter of World Church Extension – S
• Hardesty, Nancy – God has no Sexual Preference
• Heart to Heart News, MCC Key West, - S
• Herald, The, MCC Gainesville – S
• Herald of Joy, MCC Orlando – S
• Heartsong Newsletter, Heartsong Christian Ministries – S
• Higher Visions, Universal New Age Church – S
• Christianity and Homosexuality, Hope MCC Ormond Beach, FL
• In Service
• Integrity (Gay Episcopal Forum) – S
• Integrity Waves (Fort Lauderdale) – S
• Integrity, Newsletter of (Houston, TX) – S
• Integrity, Newsletter of Integrity/Episcopal Gay Society – S
• Integrity/Tidewater
• Jews – religion
• Johnson, O.D. (Homosexuality and the Bible)
• Journey (MCC) – S
• Kings Messenger, The – MCC
• L’Chaim – S
• Lifelines (Evangelicals Concerned/Grace Gospel Chapel, Seattle, WA) – S
• Lutherans Concerned – S
• Metropolitan Community Church (MCC)
• MCC, Atlanta
• MCC, Chicago
• MCC Florida
• MCC Fort Lauderdale, FL
• MCC, Jackson, MS
• MCC, Key West, FL
• MCC, Louisville, KY
• MCC, Miami, FL
• MCC Miami News
• MCC, Miami Shores, FL
• MCC, Palm Beaches, FL
• MCC, News, Los Angeles, CA – S
• MCC, South Beach, FL Newsletter – S
• MCC, Tampa
• MCC, Washington, DC – S
• McNeill, John Jay
• Metropolitan Community Church, Albany NY
• Metropolitan Community Synagogue, Congregation Etz Chaim
• More Light, Spotlight – S
• Mormon Church
• Mother Church Bulletin – S
• National Conference of Catholic Bishops
• New Direction – S
• New Life, MCC of Los Angeles, CA – S
• Newsletter (Metropolitan Community Synagogue of Greater Miami) – S
• Other Six Days, The (MCC Boca Raton, FL) – S
• Palm Leafite, The (MCC of the Palms, Fort Myers, FL) – S
• Perry, Troy
• Poole, Carmen
• Presbyterians for Lesbian/Gay Concerns
• Reach Out!, MCC Magazine – S
• Religion and Homosexuality Clippings
• Riverside Church, New York, NY
• Road to Emmaus, The (MCC Miami Beach, FL – S
• Ru’ach
• SAGA
• St Luke’s MCC
• Samaritan Theological Institute
• SDA Kinship – S
• Sharing the Light – Sunshine Cathedral
• Shemate – S
• Sun Beams – S
• Sunshine Cathedral. MCC Fort Lauderdale, FL - M
• Together Outreach Update – S
• Touching Body and Spirit – S
• Unfinished World – M
• Unitarian Universalists
• Unitarian Universalist Church Fort Lauderdale, FL
• United Church of Christ Coalition
• United Methodist Church
• United Methodists for Gay and Lesbian Concerns
• United Reformed Church
• University Fellowship of Metropolitan Community Churches, Southeast District
• UUGG News (Unitarian Universalists Gay Caucus) – S
• VIA
• Voice of Integrity
• Voice of the Turtle (Baptists)
• Wagne, Richard
• WIG Ministries
• Wilcox, Melissa
• Unfinished World – MCC – M
• Wishing Well, The – S
• World Congress of Gay and Lesbian Jewish Organizations

See also:

Cities/states
Florida
Seniors - serials

Monthly publication for GLBTQ seniors in MA, NH, and ME

*SAGE Matters* (New York, NY) (1984 to present)
Magazine of Services & Advocacy for LGBT Elders
[Archive](#) (2007-2018)

*SAGE Matters* (Fort Lauderdale, FL) (1994 to present)
Magazine of Services & Advocacy for LGBT Elders

Seniors – archival files
Sage National

Seniors – lateral files
- Gay Seniors
- Gay Senior Residences
- Health – Seniors
- Networker, Pride Senior Network (New York, NY) – S
- Older – S
- Out World, Newsletter of the Lesbian and Gay Aging Issues Network of the American Society of Aging - S
- Primetimers – S
- Ripe – Gay, Lesbian & Transgender Midlife & Older – S
- SAGE (New York)

See also:
Florida
Sex Work – lateral files

- Male Prostitutes
- Prostitution, Hustling, Male Prostitution, Lesbian Prostitution
- Services
- Sex Offenders
- Sex Trafficking
- Sexuality Slavery
- Sexual Coercion

See also:

Legal
Socialism - serials

*East Village Other* (1967-1969)
Countercultural newspaper of news, politics, cultural criticism, and art
Archive (1965-1971)

Publication of the Freedom Socialist Party, with a focus on feminism
Archive (1966-1996)

Left-leaning British newspaper

Newsweekly of the Socialist Workers Party
Archive (1928 to present)

*Torch* (1975-1982)
Journal of the Revolutionary Socialist League
Archive (1973-1984)

*Workers’ Power* (1971-1978)
International Socialist Biweekly
Archive (1970-1978)

*Workers World* (1975-1993)
Newspaper of the Workers’ World Party
Archive (2015 to present)

Socialism/Communism – lateral files
- The All-Peoples Congress
- Gay Insurgent – S
- Gay Journal, The – S
- Gay Left – S
- Gay Liberation
- Gay Liberation TODAY
- Gay Marxist – S
- Gay Oppression and Liberation
- Grassroots – S
- International Socialists
- John Lauritsen and David Thorstad Collection
- Toward a Scientific Analysis of the Gay Question (Los Angeles Research Group)
- Magnus - A Journal (Socialist) of Collective Faggotry - S
• National Socialist League – S
• No Apologies
• Red Collective Pamphlet
• Red Flag Newspaper – S
• Socialism and Feminism
• Socialism and Homosexuality
• The Storm! – S
• Storrs Weekly Reader – S
• Thorstad, David
• Toward a Marxist Theory of Gay Liberation (Socialist Revolution)
• Venceremos Brigade
• Workforce – S

See also:

Gay rights
Sports – archival files
- Larry Baca Archive
- Drew Cockrell Archive
- Gay Games
- Gays and Sports
- International Gay & Lesbian Aquatics
- Robbie Rogers Archive

Sports/athletes – lateral files
- All-Star Wrestling Studs – S
- The Blond Bomber
- Collins, Jason
- D.C. Sports Newsletter, dcsa – S
- Euro Games, Stockholm, 2015
- Front Runners, DC – S
- Front Runners, Miami – S
- Front Runners, New York – S
- Gay Athletes
- Gay Athlete, The, New York, NY – S
- Gay Games, Paris, 2018
- Gay Polo League
- Girl Jock – S
- Gym - S
- King, Billie Jean
- Lambda Camping Club
- Navratilova, Martina
- North American Gay Amateur Alliance (NAGAA)
- Olympic Games
- SAA Newsletter (Sunshine Athletic Association, Miami, FL) – S
- Sports Out Loud – S
- Sports Pride – S
- World Out Games
Stonewall National Museum & Archives – lateral files
- Legacy, The (News from Stonewall Library and Archives) – S
- Rudisill, Chris
- Strawbridge Building Contractors
- Mulane, Wally
- Graves, John
- Museum Assessment Program – Stonewall National Museum and Archive
- Queer Geography Exhibition
- Stonewall Library and Archives – Heritage of Pride
- Stonewall Library and Archives Award Reports
- Stonewall Library and Archives – By Laws
- Stonewall Library and Archives Exhibitions – M
- Stonewall Library and Archives Bookmarks
- Stonewall Library and Archives History
- Stonewall Library and Archives Programs
- Stonewall Library and Archives Whitman Society
- Stonewall Library Newsletter – S
- Stonewall National Museum
- Stonewall National Museum and Archives National Advisory Council
- Stonewall Library and Archives Strategic Plan 2015

SNMA – Archival files
Theater/dance/television/film - serials

*Playbill* (1950 to present)
Magazine for theatregoers
*Archive* (1946 to present)

*Theater Arts* (1950-1960)
Theater magazine focusing on news, craft, and criticism,
*Archive* (1916-1923)

Theatre/dance/television/film – archival files
Dennis Cole Archive
Performing Arts/Theatre
Playbills (Dance, Theatre, Rainbow, Fort Lauderdale, Wilton Manors, Miami Dade, Florida, other locations, NYC)
Les Ballets Trocadero de Monte Carlo
Film festivals
Flamingo Freedom Band

Theatre/dance/film/television – lateral files
- Alliance for Gay and Lesbian Artists in the Entertainment Industry
- Arcade, A Gay Perspective on the World of Entertainment
- Brokeback Mountain
- Broward Center for the Performing Arts
- Caldwell Theatre Company, Boca Raton
- Casino - script
- Clancy, Dan
- Chorus Line, A
- Dilettante – The Renaissance Man Magazine of the Art, Entertainment & Eros – S
- *Fales, Stephen*
- Gay Theatre Alliance Newsletter – S
- Gay Video Guide – S
- Golden Girls, The
- Heaven
- Hedwig
- Here! Magazine – S
- *Holsclaw, Doug*
- Hollywood Playhouse
- Island City Stage, Wilton Manors, FL
- Jacob’s Pillow
- Lesbian & Gay Male Theater Resources
- Lesbian + Gay Art + Culture Resource Directory
- Let the Games Begin Foundation, Inc.
• MC Film Festival
• Miami Gay & Lesbian Film Festival (MGLFF) Newsletter - S
• Motion Pictures – Catalogue
• New Festival, The (New York International Festival of Lesbian and Gay Film)
• New York Gay Film Festival
• NOTB Productions
• Outfest, The Los Angeles Gay & Lesbian Film Festival
• Over the Hill and Under the Rainbow - M
• Patrick, Robert
• Performing Arts - Dance
• Public Theater
• Rising Action Theater
• Ross, Charles
• Ross, Michael
• Ross, Sandy
• Ryker, Ken
• San Francisco Bay Area Gay & Lesbian Serials
• Sendak, Maurice
• Shafer, Dirk – M
• Shaiman, Marc – Hairspray
• Sherman, Martin
• Simonson, Douglas – M
• Snow, K. Mitchell
• Sol Theatre Project, Fort Lauderdale, FL
• South of Nowhere
• Stine, Dale
• Tampa Bay Arts, Inc.
• Tampa International Gay & Lesbian Film Festival
• Television Programs
• Theater - New York
• Theater Playbills – Mis.
• Theater – Queer Theater
• Theater – Reviews
• Theater, Rhinoceros – San Francisco, CA
• Tony Awards (2009-2011) – M
• Touch
• Waters, John
• Water Bearer Films
• Weinberg, Tom Wilson – M
• Wilde, Oscar
• Williams, Paul
• Williams, Tennessee
• Wilson, Doric
• Woodlawn, Holly

See also:
  Leaders
  Literary
  Music
  Performers
Transgender - serials

*Chrysalis Quarterly* (1991-1997)
Transgender magazine with articles, interviews, literature, and resources

*Drag* (1972-1978)
Magazine with articles, editorials, and photographs related to drag and cross-dressing
Archive (1971-1983)

Transgender lifestyle and cultural magazine with photographs and articles

*Ladies By Choice: Suzanne*


*Transgender Tapestry* (1983-1987)
Magazine centered on trans identities, politics, culture, and health
Archive (1979-2008)

*The Queen – Boys will be Girls* (1983)

Transgender – lateral files

- AEGIS Transition Series – S
- BGB Belle View – S
- Broward County Public Schools
- Chatter, The - S
- Domestic Violence
- FTM Magazine and Newsletter – S
- Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Newsletter – S
- International Journal of Transgenderism
- Jenner, Bruce, Caitlin
- Jennings, Jazz
- Jorgensen, Christine
- Narinesingh, Rajee
- National Center for Transgender Equality
- IP, Trans Male Quarterly - S
- Public Perceptions of Transgender People
- Queer Tansexions of Race, Nation and Gender
- Renaissance News – S
- Renaissance News and Views – S
• Richards, Renee
• Serenity – S
• Taffeta – S
• Trans Con
• Transgender, Personal Account
• Transgender Couples
• Transgender in the Military
• Transgender Models
• Transgender People
• Transgender People – Crimes Against
• Transgender Rights
• Transgender Rights – Florida
• Transgender Youth
• Transgender Health Conference, Philadelphia, PA
• Transformation, The Magazine Created for Men who Enjoy Being Women – S
• Transexual Action Organization (Moonshadow) – S
• Transsexual New Telegraph – S
• Transvestia – S
• TV Gender Journal
• TV/TS News (for Transsexuals and Tranvestites)
• United Coalition/Coalition Unida
• Who’s Who & Resource Guide to the Transgender Community -
• Your SOFFA Voice – S

Transgender – Archival Files
• TVIS Newsletter

See also:
  Drag
  Gender
  Youth
Travel/Directories - serials

*Bob Damron Address Book (1968-1998)*
Travel guide for gay men, with listings of bars, clubs, and businesses

*Ciao (1973-1979)*
Gay travel magazine with guides, erotic stories, and photographs

*Destinations (2006-2007)*
Quarterly gay travel magazine

*Fun Maps (1994 to present)*
Travel guide for gay and lesbian tourists

*Gaia's Guide (Gaia's Guide International)*
Gaia's Guide

*Our World (1989-2003)*
International gay and lesbian travel magazine

*Out and About (1993-2004)*
Monthly international travel magazine for gay men and lesbians

*Out Traveler (2003 to present)*
LGBT travel magazine

*Passport (1989-2016)*
Gay travel and lifestyle magazine

Travel guide for gay men, with listings of bars, clubs, and businesses

Travel/directories – archival files

- Gay business directories
- Travel guides
- Accommodations by location
- Fun Maps
- Gay Travel Guides
- Gay Travel International
- Gay Travel USA

Travel/Directories/Guides/Phonebooks – lateral files

- Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Services and Resources, NY City
• South Florida’s Gay and Lesbian Yellow Pages
• Copenhagen Gay Life
• Cruise, Book of Maps
• Directories, Business
• Directory of Homosexual Organizations and Publications – S
• Eyes on Magazine, Montreal Gay Destination
• Florida Buycott Handbook, The – S
• Gay and Lesbian Yellow Pages, New Orleans, 1999
• Gay Areas Telephone Directory, San Francisco, CA
• Gay Business Directories
• Gay Travel (research)
• South Florida’s Gay and Lesbian Yellow Pages
• Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention and Visitors Center
• Greater Gotham Business Council (GGBC) – New York, NY
• Greater Philadelphia Lavender Pages
• Greater Seattle Business Association – Guide and Directory
• Index, Toronto, ONT, Canada – S
• InterACTION, San Francisco, CA
• In The Loop, South Florida
• In The Life - S
• Lambda Directory, Virginia
• Lambda Update, Florida
• Lavender Baedeker The (California)
• Lavender Pages, The (Wilton Manors, FL) – S
• Lifestyle Club, The - Services Directory (Fort Lauderdale, FL) – S
• Monk - S
• New Buzz, The – South Florida – S
• Outing Travelogue - S
• Rainbow Carpet Lodging and Hospitality Alliance – Fort Lauderdale, FL
• Resources, Services and Directories
• Robert’s Directory
• Atlantis All-Inclusive Vacations- S
• Gay Friendly Canada
• Chaz Ruhe’s Travel Series – M
• Coda International Tours, Inc.
• Community Marketing, Tourism
• Family Abroad – Global Travel for Gay Men and Women
• Fort Lauderdale Gay Travel Guide
• Gay Maine
• Gay Travel News - S
• International Gay & Lesbian Travel Association (IGLTA)
• My Gay World – S
• Orlando Gay Travel Guide
• Out & About – S
• Out & About Calendar – S
• OutCity, North West
• OUT Tours
• One the Wild Side – S
• Pink Pages,
• RSVP Travel Productions, Inc. – M
• South Florida Gay News, The Guide
• Swift Information Services, Fort Lauderdale, FL
• Taking Flight
• Timely Gay Bar
• Tourism, South Florida
• Travel Guide – Lesbian
• Travel America
• Travel, Gay Cruises
• Window - Washington, DC

See also:

Cities/states
Florida
Youth – archival files

Gay Straight Alliance
Gay Students/bullying
Gay Youth
Gay Youth (abuse)
Gay Youth Florida
Gay Youth Health Issues
GLSEN
Coming Out video tapes
PFLAG
Scouts and Scouting
Kaleidoscope Youth Coalition

Youth – lateral files

- Alliance for GLBTQ Youth, News from The Alliance for GLBTQ Youth – S
- Also Out Youth – S
- Asher, Irwin Jay - What are the Perceptions of Five Gay and Lesbian Youth as to the factors that cause them to attempt to commit suicide
- Broward Gay and Lesbian Youth Group
- The Child Assault Prevention Project of South Florida
- The Gay Teenager
- Gay Youth Counselling
- GLBT Youth of Miami – S
- Houston Area Teen Coalition of Homosexuals (HATCH) - S
- IO (Insideout Youth Magazine) – S
- Jacksonville Area Sexual Minority Youth Network (JASMYN)
- M Project (Wilton Manors, FL)
- Massachusetts Governor’s Commission on Gay and lesbian Youth
- National Youth Advocacy Coalition (NYAC)
- Out With It, Gay and Straight Teens Write about Homosexuality
- Out Youth Broward – S
- Pridelines
- Nicholas, Ray
- Sexual Minority Youth Assistance League (SMYAL) – S
- Shaved Heart
- Suicide – Youth
- Trevor Project, The – Trevor News
- Womac, Albin
- YES Institute – Miami
- YGA (Young Gay America) Magazine
- Youth in the Margins
- Youth Magazine - S
See also:
   Cities/states
   Coming out
   Family/parenting
   Transgender
Flat Files:

Collections:

**Anita Bryant: 2E**: Stop Anita! Tell Anita You’re Against Discrimination: Vote June 7 (Miami Victory Campaign) 2 shopping bags

**Frank Kameny: 1L**: Echo conference 1965, Kameny Committee for Congress (2 copies), ‘America the land of opportunity for homosexuals too’, ‘Governor Wallace met with...’ (2 copies), ‘Private Sexual Conduct...’ (2 copies), ‘Homosexuals ask for equality’ (2 copies), ‘Homosexual citizens want...’ (2 copies- 1 damaged), ‘Homosexual American Unrecognized...’, ‘No longer suitable...’, Echo conference signed, Assortment of pickets (signed), ‘Gay is Good’ signed, Signed Frank Kameny Poster about ECHO

**Marlin Beach Hotel: 1N**: Marlin Beach Hotel poster (2 copies—1 matted), ‘Where the Boys Are’ poster, special edition article in *Scoop* on Marlin (April 15, 1992), architectural site plans, This is a gay bar. If homosexuals or homosexuality offend you... Stay Out! sign, large format photograph of façade

**Galleys: 3E**: The Lower Manhattan Dormitory Effect (Stories)
Fine Art:

**Drawings/Paintings/Prints/Sculpture: 1B- 1E:** Robert Nathans paintings (3) prints


Sean: 4J: ‘Nine at a Time’, Untitled drawing, ‘Zero Gravity Grabass', Colossus of Roads., Centerfold P.24-.25, Hard Hat Sex, Center Spread, 'Wishing you a very,' The Zodiac Art Calendar, 'I'm Coming', 'Take him home, and you'll find out he is actually five feet, eleven and a half inches!', 'That's the trouble with the styles today, it's harder and harder to tell who's what!', 'They all want flesh colored condoms!', 'Please let it be the tour director', 'Another visiting niece I suppose...', 'Well, if it isn't my old debutante chum,' 'Ours is not your typical May-October relationship.', 'Damnit Frieda, you've got to stop reading junk mail invitations without putting on your glasses!', 'Just how long has it been since we've gone to the levi-leather bars??', 'Chaste him away?', Set of Christmas drawings, untitled alphabet, Todd

Joel Starkey: 2Q: Folder 1: Porno in F Minor 10-17-73 (1/25, 2/25, 3/25), Porno in F Minor 2003-09-04, Porno in F Minor 2003-09-05, Porno in F Minor 2003-09-06, Porno in F Minor


**Orlando (Pulse) (on top of flat files):** Orlando Pulse Collection 4 banners, Orlando Pulse cardboard posterboard, Love Wins poster
Posters:


Film/Television Festivals: 1J: Tampa Pride Film Festival (1993), Miami Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (2001), Miami Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (2002), Miami Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (2003), Miami Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (2012), Fort Lauderdale Gay and Lesbian Film Festival (2009), Fort Lauderdale Film Festival, Planet Q, Queer as Folk

Health: 4B: Body Positive Resource Center Miami: I wanted to get high (3 versions), Community Health Fair: Mind. Body. Spirit., Mautner Project: How about a delicious lesbian kiss?, National LGBT Tobacco Control Network: 1-800 Quit Now, QuiltLine: Be your Butch Femme Lipstick Lesbian Out Loud and Proud Dancing Queen Smoke-Free Self., Proud to Quit Smoking: Learning to care for myself., Proud to Quit Smoking: Loving ourselves...supporting each other, Proud to Quit Smoking: Quitting is a big production..., Proud to Quit Smoking: Smoking isn't fashionable, Smoking is the number-one killer in the gay & lesbian community


**Oversize: 10:** American Foundation for AIDS Research Liz Taylor, Cabaret (1&2--damaged/fragile), Harlow's 1966 by Jerry McDaniel poster (on top of flat files) Human Rights Campaign Fund: Dare to Dream, Dare to be. Atlanta (May 21, 1988) (on top of flat files)


Products/Merchandising: 4I: Kellogg’s All Together Cereal Box, Keith Haring products, 'Another Satisfied Customer': Leather Shop, Saint Laurent: Miami Design District, Manhattan Catalogue, The Pleasure Chest: Sex Hardware, 2 (x)ist Underwear Add David Morgan


River: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, The Club, Vince Price as Oscar Wilde in Diversions & Delights, M. Butterfly, Craig Russell: A Man and His Women (3 versions), A Meeting by the River, La Cage Aux Folles, Starlight Express, The Krewe of Celestial Knights: Second Annual Presentation, Mr. Pat Waters: Club My-O-My, The World's Most Beautiful Boys in Women's Attire, United We Stand, Not In My Town, The Search for Signs of Intelligent Life in the Universe, Going for Gold: Many Lands...One Community at Broward Center for the Performing Arts


Youth Initiatives: 2T: Youth Empowerment & Support: You Are Welcome Here!, GLSEN: Make Your School A Safe Space., GLSEN: Teach Respect, Not Duck & Cover, Together, National Gay Community: We can Give These Kids a Chance, Teaching Tolerance, Youth Pride Inc: National LGBT Tobacco Control Network, GLSEN: Bigotry in our Schools is Wrong

Signs:

Politics (campaign/protest): 2K-2L: Americans for Equality, Obama Pride, LGBT for H, DNC Day of Pride 2010, Vote Dean Trantalis 2018, Say No to Discrimination, Re-elect Robert W. Lee, Senator Maria Sachs, 'Gay marriage is an oxymoron.'// 'Gays can change but unless I'm Michael Jackson...' Allen West May (2011), Support Civil Rights for Lesbians and Gays, Gay and Lesbian Education Fund (1991), LGBT families for Immigration reform... Immigration Equality, 10 LGBT flags, Repeal DADT, No on 1: Protect Maine Equality, Vote No on 2 (2 copies), Say NO 2, Love trumps hate, LGBT for OBAMA, H Florida, Annise Parker for mayor, Adrianne Reesey 2008, National Equality March: End the Harm from Religion-based Bigotry and Prejudice, Florida Red & Blue: 'Supporting the Rights of All Floridians, LGBT for Charlie, Americans for Equality, Gore 2000, Antonio State Representative, H, I am an LGBT American for H, LGBT for H, 13th St: Edie Windsor Way, Vote No on 2, Zev Lowe 'Queer Muslim Solidarity' (2016), Eve Shapiro 'Jewish Queer Mourning Without Islamaphobia' (2016), Jim Stork for Mayor of Wilton Manors, Keep Wilton Manors Commissioner Julie Carson, Mark LaFontaine: Democrat for Florida House Dist.92, Vote No. on Amendment #1, Say No to Discrimination!, Dean Trantalis: Ft. Lauderdale's Choice for City Commissioner, "Domestic Partners", Rev Kennedy: I'm a Bigot..., Allen West 'Wasserman Schultz is vile, despicable, not a lady, deserves no respect from me.' (2011), Allen West 'We should censor these American news agencies.' (2010), Allen West 'Multiculturalism will grow on steroids and make America subservient to it.' (2011), Allen West 'Homosexuality breaks down the military.' (2010), Allen West 'We must be willing to recognize (Muslim infiltration) as that enemy.' (2011), Allen West 'Beating children with belts enabled us to raise men of character & integrity.' (2011), Allen West 'I'm even more focused on making sure that this liberal, left wing, vile, despicable machine is soundly brought to its knees.' (2010), Allen West 'This is it. I'm going to count to five again, and if you don't give me what I want, I'm going to kill you.' (2004), Allen West 'I must confess, when I see anyone with an Obama 2012 bumper sticker, I recognize them as a threat to the gene pool.' (2011), Stonewall New York neon sign, Biden/Harris sign

***Oversize Calendars: refer to general finding aid